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Are we getting anywhere?

Election picture clears
Taro Schmidtke
News Editor

Sophomore Kevin Biacci,
nominated by Joseph Cimperman
and seconded by Maureen
-pbocD by ~io Soaalla

Students hit the stairs instead of hitting the books during a
workout at the Ral h Vince Cardiovascular Center.

Fate of parking garage
rematns uncertain
latest 1991 contracts: "AJJ full
News Editor
and part-time employees are perThe existence of the proposed mitted free parlcing."
parking garage was called into
Consequently, removing the
question when the referendwn to free parking fringe benefit requires
determine if faculty and staff will a mutual agreement on the part of
have to pay a $100 a year user fee faculty. The staff is not subject to
failed to attain the necessary vote. the same contractual stipulations
The referendwn needed a ma- as the faculty, but in order to
jority vote by both faculty and maintain consistency, they were
staff in order to pass. Of the 228 given the same ballot and voted in
eligible faculty, 88 voted for the the same manner. Since majority
$100 subsidy fee, 90 voted against vote was not reached, the referand2abstained. Ofthe302eligible endum failed and a new approach
staff members, 132 voted for and is now needed.
98 voted against, thereby assuring
According to Edward Schaefer,
that neither obtained the neces- vice president of business, two
sary majority vote.
options now exist adopt other
Michael Fisch, chainnan of the procedures to help the parking
Faculty ServiceCommittee, stated problem, or explore other posthat a majority of all eligible sible ways to build the garage.
people, rather than merely a ma"We'll have to go over all the
jority of actual votes, was needed possibilities again," said Schaefer.
since this was a contractual issue. "Everybody, meaning the presi"It boiled down to a hand- dent, vice presidents and deans,
book issue," said Fisch.
have to get together to decide all
The faculty handbook states the alternatives."
"The Placement office distributes
The BoardofTrustees will have
a bookletdescribing faculty fringe to authorize whatever decision is
benefits to faculty members at the made. They had authorized the
time they enter into their ftrStcon- building of the garage but only
tracts with the University. The with the stipulation that the $100
University is liable for at least the user fees would be instituted.
described level of Faculty fringe
Negotiations and discussions
benefits or for those mutually will be starting in the near future.
agreed upon at a later date."
"There is still time," said
At John Carroll, free parking is Schaefer. "We will betaking steps
considered a fringe benefit in the in the next few days."

McGuinness, will be running
against sophomore Joseph Parks,
nominated by Dan Mazuka and
Heather Alexandria, for the position of president
"Kevin Biacsi's greatest skill
is endurance," said Cirnperman.
"He has gone far above and far
beyond the call of duty."
"Joseph Park's reputation
stands by itself," said Mazuka.
Both Biacci and Paries accepted
their nominations at this meeting,
expressing their respective goals
and strengths.
"The position demands that the
Student Union president is concerned with all students," said
Biacsi. "I have the perseverance,
the dedication and the strength to

SU confronts
pressing issues
Chris Kozor
News Editor
~a.buiy meeliuaou.I~y.

academic things such as the pass/
fail option." Boustani also praised
the Sefla!e for acting quickly and
unanimously passing the biD.

the Student Union addressed a
number of issues including an
emergency bill concerning the Executive officer compensation
In another matter, Student
pass/fail option, a proposal to give
SU executive officers monetary Union President Joe Cimperman
compensation, another bill sug- proposed a leadership scholarship
gesting the creation of a day care which would provide each SU
center, and it also initiated its ap- executiveofficerwith$1000tobe
preciation campaign by handing directly applied to the officer's
tuition and/or room and board acout the farst Magis awards.
The Committee on Academic counts. Such a proposal would
Policies of the Faculty Forum held have to be passed as an amendopen hearings concerning the pass/ ment to the SU constitution. If
fail option on Tuesday and approved, the amendment would
Wednesday of this week, but evi- take effect next semester.
Cirnpennan indicated that this
dently few students knew about
the hearings. The committee is is partially aresponsetotheOffice
investigating the suggestion that of Residence Life's decision to
the pass/fail option be made un- deny a person to simultaneously
available to students for philoso- hold the position of Resident Asphy courses taken to fulfill core sistant and an SU executive office.
"This decision forces student
requirements. It is also proposed
that the pass/fail option be elimi- leaders who are financially
nated for all core courses, or pos- strapped to choose between RA
and an executive office,"
sibly any course.
In an effort to see students' Cimperman said. "It drains the
interests represented, an emer- leadership pool."
The proposal was greeted by
gency bill was presented by junior
senator Laura Boustani, request- mixed emotions from the Senate,
ing that the Faculty Forum delay with some agreeing with
any decision concerning the pass/ Cirnperman and others feeling that
fail option until the Student Union the money could be better spent in
can make a response to the issue. other places. It was suggested that
"I think this is something that this matter be decided in a referhas to do with our academic de- endum on the upcoming SU exvelopment," said Boustani. "I ecutive officer election ballot.
Due to the great deal of debate
believe we should have more say
See SU meeting, page 6
in administrative things, especially

fulfill this nomination."
"We're at a crucial point in the
Student Union," said Parks. "We
need a change and we need to put
the SU into the students hands."
The vice presidential nominations are also closed with junior
MichaelNaypauerrunningagainst
sophomore Luke Adams.
"Mike has proven to me that
when he sets out to do something
he puts all of himself into it," said
Camille Molyneaux, who nominated Naypauer.
Bridget McGuinness nominated Adams, saying, ''Luke has
shown time and again his dedication to the students he represents."
This week, Pat Budcisc nominated junior Brian Gagnon to run
against Greg Bauer, who had been
nominated at the Jan. 28 meeting.
"I think Brian Gagnon could
do a good job," said Budcisc. "He
isreallyobjective,rcallyfair. He's
a good guy who understands
student's problems well."
All nominated candidates accepted their nominations and because there are only two people
nominated for each position, no
primary elections will be necessary. Debates will be held on Feb.
12 and general elections will follow on Feb. 17 and 18.
Nominations for secretary and
treasurer were opened at the
meeting but were met with no
response. Nominations for these
positions only will reopen at the
Feb. 11 meeting.
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editorial

To pass or not to pass
The pass/fail option at John Carroll University gives students a chance
to enhance their education. At least, that is what it is meant to do. But does
it?
The faculty forum held open hearings this week to investigate the faculty
and student feelings on the pass/fail option. Members of the faculty forum
feel that the pass/fail option is no longer working as it was designed to.
The pass/fail option was designed to encourage students to take more
challenging classes without jeopardizing their grade point average. This
allows students to take a classes and not worry about quality points. If a
student receives a Cor above they receive a "P" in the class, signaling that
he or she took the class and did average or above work. But one does not
receive quality points for the class. If a student receives below a C then the
actual grade is figured into the grade point average. If a student fails to do
average work then he or she receives the consequences.
Students are only allowed to register for the pass/fail option within the
first two weeks of class. This doesn't allow a student to get a feel for the
class or foresee how he or she will do before opting for pass/fail.
This option also presents another problem since too many students use
the option for fulfilling core requirements. This is what the faculty seem
to be concerned about. Instead of the pass/fail option encouraging students
to take extra electives, it allows students to do only average work in their
core curriculum.
Students electing the pass/fail option have no reason to strive for
excellence in the class. The Jesuit perspective on education calls students
to challenge themselves to do their best.
The current pasS/fail system also affects the faculty. Unmotivated
students only impede the learning process. Instructors are unaware of a
student's pass/fail choice and waste precious time struggling against a "just
get. by" auitude.
Possible Faculty Forum proposals might limit the option ordoawaywith
il altogether. The pass/fail option can be redesigned to make both faculty
and students content.
One change that needs to be made is to extend of registration period for
the pass/fail option 30 days. A student will not have to make a hasty
decision. This change also allows the student more time to establish a
confident class commitment.
Another change that must be made regards the University Core. A limit
ofone pass/fail course perdivsion prevents students from taking all courses
of one division pass/fail. This will force students to work in each of their
divisions.
The pass/fail option should not be done away with. It simply needs some
fine tuning to refocus attention on learning.

In
Honor
of
Black
History
Month ...

How Come?
When I was born I was black.
When I grew up I was black.
When I'm sick I am black.
When I go out in the sun I'm black.
When I die I'll be black.
But you;
When you were born you were pink.
When you grow up you are white.
When you get sick you are green.
When you go out in the sun you are red
When you go out in the cold you are
blue.
When you die you turn purple.
And you call me colored.

You'll Pass The Class, But Will You Fail The Education?

editorial

Students must decide
on SU compensation
At the Student Union meeting on Tuesday, President Joe Cimperman
proposed that future SU executive officers be compensated for their efforts.
The proposal was a reaction to the Housing Office's recent decision to bar
Resident Assistants from holding top SU positions.
He asked the Senate to consider creating a scholarship of $1,000 per
officer to defray tuition and room and board costs. The institution of this
proposal may be an importan4 critical step.
Elected SU positions have been seen as volunteer positions in the past.
The demand of a growing, diversified SU, coupled with the economic
choices of those considering both the RA and SU worlds, may present a
need for some son of compensation.
But this debate must be pushed outside the Jardine Room. At Tuesday's
meeting Senator Mike Schrage suggested that the decision be placed in the
hands of the students as a proposition on this month's SU election ballot.
This idea of student declaration must not be forgotten in further debate
on this issue. We urge that the decision for executive officer compensation
be based on a referendum that follows a fair and earnest informational
campaign.
The students first must be informed. Then they must decide.
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OSU, Holocaust ad spark debate, raise emotion
officials. It implies that figures are blown out of proportion ifnotfortheexpeditiousandconvenientexecutions ofwar
by opportunistic Jews in order to sue f<Y a home state of criminals. It gives one cause to wonder. Not every scienAs recent events at The Ohio State University have Israel.
tific mind that questions some aspect of the Holocaust is a
Surely the Holocaust is no fiction. There were mass Nazi apologist
shown, pursuit of the truth is not so much the goal as is
remaining silent, unquestioning adherents to history. Ad- killings, that is indisputable. But organized extermination
As Oliver Stone demonstrated in his "countermyth"
vertisements that question the scope and magni111de of the centers? The number of which existed is open to debate. JFK, history has plenty of room for revision, correction,
Holocaust have appeared in several college papers including
and second guessing. The ultimate goal is objective truth.
Darunouth. OSU rejected the pre-paid ad, but printed its
Should generation upon generation accept the "official"
content on the editorial page. This move was met with a
version of all they read as gospel. Hardly. There can be no
There can be no sacred cows
sacred cows in the pursuit of truth, no matter how offended
massive five-hour protest Many said the article should
in the pursuit of truth.
have never seen print. OSU President Gordon Gee said it
some group might be. How can a group of people stand
"was irresponsible and hurtful to the Jewish commtmity ...
behind such adefaning event if it has never been adequately
If the accusations that the Holocaust "was an irrespondefined?
sible exaggeration" and not pre-purposed by the German The Committee regards the enormity of the Holocaust as
Science is grounded in cold, hard facts. When a particular
government are malicious fallacies, then why the uproar? circumspect The occurrence of the Holocaust has been occurrence becomes sacrosanct due to compassion and the
The ad. sponsored by the Committee for Open Debate challenged in court and defeated, but its vastness has not lilce, we have engendered a sensitivity trap. Facts, and not
on the Holocaust never denies Jews were k.illed, it merely been. Besides, the veracity of the Holocaust cannot rest on feelings, must prevail.
Let the open debate begin.
questions the complicity of many high profile Geiman emotional testimony alone. Perhaps more would be lrnown

Su1ton Kinter
Forum Writer

letters to the editor
CN editorial •preposterous·
To the Editoc
Your editorial complaint about how the university
communicated the news of Fr. Lavelle is so preposterous
andabsurdthatitstaggersbelief. The university's handling
of this was as complete and f<Ylhcoming as I have seen
anywhere. All this week people have been praising Fr.
Lavelle, Fr. Cooke and the university for their candor and
openness.
YourreporterscametoFr.CookeonTuesdayaftemoon,
hours before the Jesuit community was told. when letters
to the Trustees had just been mailed, and letters to the
faculty. staff and administration had not been sent He
might very reasonably have made himself unavailable for

co..mme,JU. at~ Lime. ~ ~v~ you we. filM s~.

That decision also guaranteed the student body would be
informed. Imagine my surprise to find you whining about
not being specially spoon fed. Grow up.
Peter Fennessy, S.J.
Vice President for Campus Minisii)'

New sorority asks for respect
To the Editoc
On behalf of the new sorority Pi Sigma Phi, we would
like to thank the Student Union and the Student Activities
Director Lisa Heclcman for all of their help and cooperation in allowing us to establish what is in the process of
becoming another viable Greek organization here at John
Carroll. In the last two months we have had five meetings
and have a membership ocommentaryf 40 girls. We have
accumulated 170 community service hours, attended all of
the Student Union meetings and participated in Greek
Council activities. Everything is going extremely well
except in one area.
It has come to our attention recently that there are
rumors going around that we, as an organization, are
unstable, unorganized, and unlikely to receive our charter.
We feel that it has been proven through our activities and
determination that we are a viable, working organization
that will succeed. All we are ask.ing is that the rest of the
John Carroll community and the other Greek organizations
will give us the same chance that the Sllldent Union and
Lisa Heckman think we deserve.
Mary Burens and Ashley Maurer

t• .
Acnve panac1pa 1on 1n
government necessary for all

Co-Presjdef\1$, Pi SigmaP.hi.

To the Editor:
The United States of America is in one of the most
difficult periods of time it has seen in a long while. The

economy is in a deep and painful recession and a wave of
cynicism and sense of helplessness has more or less
swamped the whole bunch of us. The news each night is full
of violent and depressing stories as well as report after
report of how "Big Government" has managed to soak the
little guy yet one more time. As well, pundits materialize
from thin air to censure and criticize the Congress and the
President on every possible issue. On one hand, this is the
sign of a healthy and functioning free press; however, on
the other, it is a sign of the simmering sense of discontent
that has gripped this nation of late.
It would seem that on every level of government, the
perception is that the American taxpayer, the man on the
street, John Q. Public, has been betrayed or at very least, let
down by his elected representatives and the problem does
· r vi!,l&. e ult is lhat~ple e
n t seem to
increasmgly tempted to give up on
system and stick
their heads in the sand and hope for better times. This, I
think we all know. is the worst possible thing to do in a
nation where the government is founded on the principle of
active citizen participation. In fact, to take a complacent
attitude of this sort is deadly to the concept of representative democracy for it will, I absolutely guarantee you,
destroy it sooner rather than later, and as completely as if
a foreign invader stamped it out with tanks and guns.
I say these things in such strong terms for I see the
beginnings of the same sort of complacency talcing hold
right here on campus. To state the mauer frankly. the last
semester could have been better as far as student government is concerned and it is my most sincere hope that what
we all saw and interpreted in our own ways will not serve
to poison our attitudes toward the possibilities representative government holds for progress.
I say this because I believe the price of complacency is
one far too high to pay. If we as young people become
cynical and jaded towards self rule as we have come to
know it here atJCU, what sort of citizens can we expect to
be in the real world when the stakes are significantly
greater and the penalties for sticlcing our heads in the sand
are exacted against not only ourselves but our families as
well?
In sum, even though student government may seem like
a popularity contest and though it may have more than its
share of problems at times, I ask you, the student, what
functioning democratic system is not? The moral is simply
this: It is worth our while to run for office and worth our
while to tum out to vote when election time comes.
If not, then by inaction we have taken the first stepS
toward a time when "government of the people, by the
people and for the people" will most certainly perish from
theeanh.
David J. Dobo
Class of 1993

CN lowers standards with sexist
cartoon and crossword
TotheEditoc
Aftu reading through the Jan. 30, 1992 edition of The
Carroll News, I and many others became enraged at the
blatant display of sexism found twice in this issue. The
..Wayne's World Excellent Crossword Puzzle" and the
cartoon "Mannequin," both expressed women in a negative
manner.
Even though this derogatory depiction of women is
employed regularly in our media,that presents no case that
The Carroll News should lower its standards and comply
with the primitive desires of the general public . 1 fmd it

diUJwJJl& I.Qal dr..ijli&e.iU
dispel

#.li:i

.

~

this and other raise srereo«ypes. ~ Cam>f, N~s

somehow defines this as an exception.
Moreover, I fmd the timing of the crossword puzzle and
the cartoon to be in poor taste. In the last week alone, there
have been at least four incidents in the area or in nearby
counties which centered around violence against women.
Three out of four occurred on college campuses not far
from our own backyard. Who is to say that the sexism in our
society did not play a role m these crimes?
So I ask you, in an environment where we should be
fighting these types of issues in order to minimize present
and future developments. why does The Carroll News lend
itself to be a source of nourishment which enables this
social monster to thrive? How can people be expected to
alter their levels of acceptance if a source primary to them
and dictated by their peers condones and stands behind
these ideas?
If this problem is to realize a solution, someone or some
entity has to stand up and oppose these ridiculous norms of
society. Why can't The Carroll News do its part? It may
appear trivial not to run a crossword puzzle that is considered "furany" or to withhold the printing of a incidental
cartoon, but even the smallest traces of sexism cannot be
overlooked and must be extinguished before they have a
chance to realize any stage of life.
Rachel Rice
Class of 1992
rlw Currn/1 .\!'II ·' wl'lcom.-, kll..:r-> to the ..:ditnr. as
11 JSOUf\\a~ of kn0\\111:! \\hat ~oullkc·urdl~ltkeahout
tho.: n,'\\~rar,·r. th,· camru~. or Ilk m ~enaal. We ask
that kll..:h h..: 'uhm1tlc"d by I ~:00 p.m. \londay. m 1/zc
Carroll .VI'\\·' oflll.'l'. to l'lhllrc' thc·1r puhhcatiun. \V,·
reo;..:rv..: th,· ri~ht to ,·dll ktt,·r~ lor danty or space'
considerations. L,·H,·rs must b,· slpll·d and accompa·
n~..:d hy your phone numh..:r. l.c'tk'rs h..:com,· prop..:rty
of '/'lze Carroll ,\inn. Thank ~ ou.
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Bush sweats over Democrats, economy
Clndy Ford
Forun Wnter
A bead of sweat has fooned on

the granite forehead of President
George Bush. Americans have finally done what he most feared:
they have awoken.
Suddenly the Gulf War has
been put into perspective. Suddenlypeople began to wondetwhy
for the lastfivemonthsall they've
seen of George is his smiling face
and beauty pageant wave as he
boards a lear jet bound for
Kennebunkport.
Somebody on Bush's cabinet
must have leaned over to him,
while he made par, and whispered,
"I know that you are probably
aware of this, sir, but the people
are going to expect you to do
something besides kiss babies once
a week." This is what fooned the
bead of sweat.
Bush's enemy is his own ego.
He is, after all, the "Education
President," the "Environmental
President," and the "No-NewTaxes President" Yet so far all
he's been is the "Golf-Playing,
Springer Spaniel Petting President"
While George played with his
army men, the economy (Is there

a recession today or not?) bas
plunged to all new lows. The "I
won the war"' smile worked for
awhile, but then George said he
was going to get down to business, that domestic thing.
Japan was the first mistake.
Since Bush's return, tbe Japanese
now say they made no promises to
America If the government was
smart, they'd really threaten the
Japanese: buy our cars and partS
or we send Geage back full of
beef vegetable soup.
Not to poke fun at the
president's health, but I only wish
his plan f<r developing more jobs
in America was mor:e chunky.
The economy is no Saddarn
Hussein. What it is is a scud missile the size of South America,
and it'snotgoingaway. This is the
enemy George hoped we'd all
forget about, and for awhile, most
of the country did.
Guess what George?
Iuu's baaaaaaack!!l
Unless Bush wins the Super
Lotto in every state or Big Ed
makes George his biggest winner
yet, there's no way our economic
state wiU get noticeably better by
poll time.
What all this means is that the

do<r is wide open, off the hinges,
for the Democratic party. The
problem is fmding a Democrat
that will say what he thinks and
look good at the same time.
Former Massachusetts Sen.
Paul Tsongas should read a chapter in failed presidential candidate
Michael Dukakis' book How I
Became the Nation's Weenie and
get out while he can before someone gets mad and calls him a liberal.
On the other hand, we have
Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey. He's
nice looking in a Quayle-like way
and smarter than the average
stump (given the last two presidents, that's a winning combo).
However, as far as vigor and personality go, he ranks with the~
toed sloth.
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton
may be the Democrats' only hope.
He's slick and impassioned, when
need be. Clinton's problem is that
he's been in politics too long and
he's collected that waxy appearance. He needs to unlearn some
things that have been engraved in
his head.
What it all comes down to is if
the country, in the plight that there
may be no one better, will sente

for four more with the bore.
America must realize by now that
no one with any real smarts is
going to run for president Who
wants the responsibility?
The question we must aslc ourselves is, "Can we afford to en-

trust our country to a man who
won't listen to bis doctor?"
Someone out there has to be a
beuerchoice. I just hope they show
up in time to save us from George
and save the Democrats from their
worst enemy, each other.

another view

Tim Janchar

note: Mill or Hall 3rd floor is alcohol free
~~

~~t n

~~

State of the Union full of misguided proposals, hot air
Dominic LaVigne
Forun Writer

While the winds raged bitterly
outside and many forgotten
Americans struggled to endure yet
another cruel night within the
shadow of the Capitol, George
Bush attempted to miraculously
blow some of his hot air into an
economy and a nation which wish
to survive this nation's unusually
long economic winter.
As the "grim reapers" (the
budget deficit, homelessness,
poverty, education, drugs, crime,
etC.) lurked in the back of most
Americans' minds, Bush tried
saving his own neck from the
November noose, which will
tighten ever more as we head closer
to election day. Brandishing a
plethora of promises which will
be implemented as fully as his
1988 "No New Taxes" lie, Bush
hoped to shift the blame upon
Congress, as he ordered them to
"Pass My Bills." Doesn't Congress' lack of support for Bush's
proposals indicale that (perhaps)
something is wrong with the substance of those proposals, or even
with their author?
Among Bush's other "voregeuers," his main plan for pros.

perity and growth, included
breaking down world economic
barriers, tariffs., and subsidies that
hurt American farmers, revolutionizing the schools, making
"common sense" investmerlts (by
encouraging research and devel-

the products' poor reputations and
inferiority to Japanese goods.
Can we blame them? Who
would want to buy industrial partS
which are measured in feet and
inches (as are most US parts exported for use in foreign facto-

Doesn't Congress' lack of support for
Bush's proposals indicate that
(perhaps) something is wrong with
the substance of those proposals, or
even with their author?
opment, R&D) and dealing with
the problems of drugs and crime.
How can Bush criticize foreign
tariffs which hurt our farmers when
the United States hurts Australian
and other nations' fanners with
the subsidies of American farm
products? The Japanese should
also not be blamed for American
companies' lack of R&D, overpaid executives, and an overall
poor quality and reputation of
American goods. Even if the
Japanese vme to drop all trade
barriers against US goods, their
citizens would still not buy most
American products because of

ries), when the buyer uses the
metric system? How many
Americans would want to buy a
Honda which has the steering
wheel on the right side of the car?
Believeitornot,manyUScarsare
shipped to Japan with the steering
wheel on the left side of the car,
which makes it uncomfortable for
theJapanese, whodriveon the left
side of the road.
Bush must have had that stomach flu when he decided to bring
Iacoccaand theocherCEL's (Chief
ExecutiveLosers)toinOuencethe
Japanese. These CEL's should be
spending more of their compa-

nies' monies on R&D and less on

paying off the debt As they contheir multi-million dollar salaries. tinue bmowing to fmance this
Iacocca alone makes over SIOO a mon ster, they borrow more
minute. If most of this money were money, which raises interest rates,
reinvested into Chrysler, it could thereby discouraging private and
beat the Japanese hands down, as public investment Because these
could other businesses that now are discouraged, companies and
pay their CEL's too highly.
the US economy will continue
I agree with Bush that R&D losing their competitive edges to
should be encouraged, but allow- the European Community, Japan,
ing tax breaks to do so will only and the Newly Industrialized
encourage CEO's to keep more Countries, which include South
money in their own pockets and Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore.
Bush vowed to decrease taxes,
allocate less for their companies'
producti vi ties.
but this will only worsen the deficit
Bush's proposals on education, problem. Although he hopes to
drugs,andcrimecanallbelumped stimulate aggregate spending, his
together because they are being plan may backfire and the federal
used to try to increase what wan- government could be left with less
ing support he still has. Reagan money for its various programs.
also touted these priorities, yet The less money the US governeleven years later, how much ment has now, the more the US
progress has really been made and will be hurt and the farther behind
how much money has gone the the rest of the world we will crawl.
way of voodoo economics? Bush
If Bush hopes the winds of
change
which have created
does not intend to fulfill these
feather-light ptomises; he intends miracles around the world can do
to use them to loosen the noose the same in the US, he should go
ruinsomeoneelse'seconomy. The
before election time.
Bush must stand up and admit only winds emanating from
his biggest demon is the federal Washington contain Bush's hot
budget deficit As long as it lasts, air. Even that air cannot keep the
the US government is wasting homeless, in sight of his bedroom
valuable money and resources window, from freezing tonight

FORUM
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Tuition and fees increase to highest in JCU history
Are we getting our money's worth? Necessities found lacking
Elaine Karpuszko and
Kim Masielli
FOfum Wnters

S1nce 1989, tuition has increased 25 percent With the approved tuition increase for 199293, this figure jumps to 36.78
percent. After three years of
complaining to our friends about
various issues, we've decided it's
time to take a more serious look at
what we'regetting for our money.
Such an investigation could go
in many directions. We'd like to
consider the areas that we've most
often criticized and heard others
remark about
First, it's not enough to pay
$14,330 this year, but it seems that
every time you turn around there's
another fee to be paid. Some fees
are necessary- the consequences
of our actions. But are these fully
justiftable?
Take, for example, room
damage charges. Housing regulations require carpets to be taped
down. Yet $25 to have the tape
scraped off seems awfully high.
Likewise, ceiling tiles cost $13
each on average and a missing
towel bar costs $24 to name just a
few.
r=-~-~~ ...,......._
auddenly doubled after remaining for
years at $50. Granted, costs can
increase, but can they really double
in one year? Afterwe'vepaidJohn
Carroll $54,727 over four years,
can't they at least give us a cap and
gown as our graduation gift?
And of course, the proposed
parking fee has everyone - students, faculty, and staff- in an
uproar. We all know a solution to
the parking problem is necessary.
University expansion depends on
it However, everyone who parks
a car should have to pay. We feel
the administration is being generous in offering faculty and staff
half-price parking with reserved
areas. As business students, we
feel this seems li.lce price discrimination. Worse yet, the faculty and
staff don't even seem willing to
pay.
Fees are necessary, but they
ought to be charged just to cover
costs, and imposed on an equal
basis. Furthermore, we suggest
that when fees are increased, those
affected should be given explanations, beyond just "increased
costs."
Since it seems that increased
tuition and fees are inevitable, the
next question is whether or not
these funds are being appropriately allocated. Some of the proposed expansions, such as the new
communications building, will

fee-

obviously be an asset to the university. However, are there more
immediate concerns which need
to be addressed?
Long range expansion of the
library will benefit future John
Carroll students. Yet current stu-

.,
ax:ctettc
year

cost per
credit

computers and printers to meet
student needs.
As tuition and room and board
increase, the fmanctal burden becomes too much to bear for students and their families. The result
is that many students who hve on

will result in an increase in cars on
campusduring the day and evening
hours. There are also the unfortunate cases where nsing costs have
forced students to leave John Carroll altogether.
We've only covered a few ar-

tuition increases since 1989
tuition
(32 cr)

percent
increase
from 1989

room/
board

total
expenses

S4231

$11,655

percent
Increase
from 1989

1989-90

$232

$7424

1990-91

$266

$8512

14.66%

$4700

$13,212

13.36%

1991-92

$290

$9280

25.00%

$5050

$14,330

22.95%

1992-93

$315

$10,080

35.78%

$5450

$15,530

33.25%

dents must travel to other libraries
to fmd up-to-date sources of information. 1be new data bases
decrease time spent doing the initiai research, until we discover
thatJohnCarrolldoesnothavethe
needed materials. Whycan'tsome
funds be immediately allocated to
update the library's collections?
Another consideration is the
upkeep of the residence halls and
thepcMmdl ~-· aar
such as graduation and alumni reunion weekend, the campus looks
picture perfect But on a day to
day basis, it's a different story.
For example, no one enjoys
splashing through "Lake Carroll"
on a rainy day. Surely something
can be done to alleviate the drainage problem. We also don't appreciate dirty bathrooms, unswept
hallways, and the stench of the
stairwells in the place we call our
second home. Regular inspection
of the residence halls might shed
some light on this problem.
The final concern we would
like to address is the lack of personal computers available on
campus. Anyone working on end
of the semester projects knows
how discouraging it is to wait in
line for a computer, only to be
faced with a printer which doesn't
work. Our rough count of microcomputers comes to 81. That
means approximately 57 people
share each computer, and 4660
people share one functioning laser printer.
Computer courses such as MN
106 are supposed to be "hands on"
courses, yet students must take
turns using one computer during
scheduled class times. BR 43 was
obvious! y designed to beequipped
with computers. Why is this room
still empty? The bouom line is
that a school our size needs more

campus are now being forced to
either commute from home or
move into houses near campus.
This has two negative effects on
JohnCarroll.First,roomandboard
will continue to increase in order
tomaintainemptyresidencehalls.
Secondly, increased commuters

The Vice-Presidents Forum is
a good place to start Perhaps a
regular committee composed of
students, faculty, staff and administration 1s needed to examine
proposals and voice representativeopinions. But, don't wait to be
asked. We've 'lnly got one year
left, but those of you who are st.ill
new w1ll be reaping the benefits
and paying the costs of current
proposals.
Wearepayingfartoomuchnot
to know where our money is going
and not to have any say. Some
colleges have call-waiting and
cable television.
We're not asking for luxuries,
just the necessities.

eas. It would take an entire newspaper to look at everyone's concerns. The broad issue at hand is
that we are not being kept informed. We pay almost $60,000
and our opinions are hardly considered. Where we don't have answers, no one is asking questions.

15¢ Wings Tuesday & Thursday after 7 p.m.
Happy Hour Monday - Friday 4 pm. - 7 p.m.
Full Menu available 'til 1 a.m. on Friday & Saturday

LIVE MUSIC
Tomorrow: Chris Otto
Saturday: Boys With Toys

2151 Lee Road, Cleveland Heights
CORNER OF CEDAR AND LEE
397-1478
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Kosinski wins 'Good Joe' award
Elizabeth McDonald
News Writer

Wallace J. Kosinski, an associate professor of history at John
Carroll University, has been selected "Good Joe of 1992" by
The Cleveland Society of Poles
for his service to the Polish community.
"This is the highest honor bestowed by the society uJX>n one of
its members for his outstanding
accomplishments and the noble
example he has set for his peers
and the entire community by fostering the culture of Poland." said
Thad V. Post, president of the
Cleveland Society ofPoles.
The award is called the "Good
Joe" Award in conjunction with
SL Joseph's Day, which is the
feast day which the award is presented on or near every year.
The Cleveland Society of
Poles, which consists of professional Polish men in tbeOeveland
area, has been granting the award
since 1956. Kosinski.. a fonner
president, has been a member
since 1977.
"I'm very honored to join a
long list of luminaries in the Polish American community,,. said
Kosinski.
The .award is given to individuals who lqwo,~

SU meeting
continued from page 1

surrounding this matter, it was
tabled and will be presented again
next week.
On-amp us daycare

The bill for the day care center
was also presented by Cimpennan.
He cited a need for such a center
among the John Carroll community and said that there are already
upwards offorty people who could
use such a facility.
The center would be self-sustaining, as those people who would
use it would pay the students who
would watch the children.
"We would beprovidinga place
for students to work with no expense to the University,"
Cimperman said.
A day care center would not be
a totally new idea to JCU. One
existed at the end of the 1960's
and operated until 1973 when it
found difficulty in finding people
to staff it
Cimperman stressed that this
current proposal is only a recommendatioo and in its earliest stages.
A possible location for the facility
is the current game room in the
Inn Between.
Cleveland Coin, which has the
vendingconb'aCtatthegameroom,

outstanding service to the Polish
community in northeast Ohio.
Kosinski has been active in pro.
moting the Polish culture all of his
life, but especially in the past 26
years at John Carroll. He was
instrumental in bringing the highly
successful multi-media Polish
showtoKulasAuditoriumin 1984,
as well as bringing other presentations and concerts to JCU.
Kosinski has published numerous articles and has appeared
on radio and television shows to
share his expertise on the political
and ecooomic situation in Poland.
His culture is very imjX)rtant to
him, as it is to all the members of
the Cleveland Society.

"The Polish American community in Cleveland has over
100,000 people," said Kosinski
"lt is pan of the reason for the
Society's success."
This award is not the first for
Kosinski's contributions to the
Polish community. In 1988, he
received a PoIonia FoWldation of
Ohio Award for Ills membership
on Mayor White's Sister Cities
Committee to promote a CleveJand-Gidansk partnership.
However, he is pleased with the
recognition.
"I sincerely thank the large
community for recognizing my
efforts on behalf of things Polish
in thecommWlity;·said Kosinski.

Wallace J. Kosinski

is going to remove its games soon.
At the present time no other
company has been signed toreplace them, although interest has
been shown by two other vending
machine companies.
"It was only a courtesy that
they [Cleveland Coin] were staying with us because we were by far
their smallest account," Lavin said.

Other plans for the campaign
include a reception on Feb. 19 to
thank the Marriott and cleaning
staffs of the University.

Katie Fillatraut
News Writer

more."
Thefirst recipients of the Magis
Awards were Revona Butler,
Theresa DeMarco, Anthony
Palenno, and Jim Travers of the
University
Bookstore,
groundskeeper Tom Reilley of
Physical Plant, and Mary Jane
Heerlein, the secretary for the Vice
President of Student Affairs.
These awards will be a part of
the agenda of the next four SU
meetings. They are being organized through the SU's office of
lnaemal Affairs.
"We're trying to thank those
people who go above and beyond
the call ofduty," Cimpennan said.

Students to evaluate
~~:!~!ters' perf,?.!!!iJlE£~~.
News Editor

John Carroll University students who are Jookmg for a better
way to register for rlasses will be
given a chance to participate in the
development of a teacher evaluation booklet when members of the
Student Union's Academics
Committee go door to door next
week.
Efforts to create such a student
published teacher evaluation have
been made in the past However,
it was not a feasible undertaking
until this year.
According to Bob Wagoner,
chairman of the Academics Committee, there is a need for such an
evaluation because as it stands
now there is no published source
for students to examine potential
teachers. Students fill out evaluations for each class at the conclusion of each semester, but these
are used by the departments and
are not seen by students.
"I think we deserve to know
what fonner students have said
about fonner teachers and professors," Wagoner said.
Membersof the committee plan
to go door to door in the residence
halls next week and hand out
questionnaires to interested SbldeDta. The questionnaire will ask
studen ts to list any course which
they took in the past fall semester
and then rate the instructor in a
number of different areas on a
scale from one to five.

Weakland to speak
at commencement

Appreciation Campaign begins

The meeting also saw the presentation of the first Magis
Awards, which mark the beginning of the SU's new appreciation
campaign. It is an effort to thank
those people who are overlooked
at John Carroll University.
Magis is Latin for "a liule
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The Most Reverend Rembert
G. Weakland, O.S.B., D.D., the
Archbishop of Milwaukee, has
been selected to give the commencement address at the graduation ceremony wb.ich will be held
on May 17,1992.
"He LWealdand] was chosen as
commencement speaker because
ofhiswholestyle,"saidRev.Peter
Fennessy, vice president of campus ministry. "His pastoral style
is open to listen and to dialogue; it
is moderate, reasonable, courageous, honest, considerate of the
rights and feelings of others."
Commencement speakers are
chosen by the administration after
the senior students submit a list of
potential candidates. The administration is not held to this list but
they attempt to obtain the people
oniL
"Weakland is a good choice,"
said Fennessy. ..We want some-one who will have a really good

message and he definitely will."
Weakland has given many
commencement speeches and has
addressed many graduating
classes, including ones at DePaul
University ofChicago and Xavier
University of Cincinnati. He addresses a variety of topics, including music, liturgy, monasticism,
social justice religion in America,
life issues and the U.S. economy.
"He treats issues with fairness
and people with human decency,"
said Fennessy.
As Archbishop of Milwaukee
since 1977, Weakland has worked
for many minorities including
Mexican-Americans, Native
Americans and women. He has
written a pastoral leue.r on the
economy as well as establishing
post-abortion counseling and
counseling fa- the sexuallyabused.
Many dioceses have followed
Weakland's example.
"I like him. He's not looking
over his shoulder to the Vatican,"
said Fennessy. ••He will do what
he has to for Milwaukee."

booklet is contingent upon how
many responses are returned to
the committee. The committee
will designate places where questionnaires may be returned.
Wagoner said his chief priority
in this undertaking is fairness. He
pointed out that this evaluation is
not meant as a threat to the faculty,
and that potentially the departmems could even integrate the
new evaluations with the ones
students already fill out for the
department
"Just because this is pro-student
doesn't mean it is anti-teacher or
anti-department," Wagoner said.
"If we do this and it is not fair to
both sides, then this is not a help,
it is a detriment"
In an effort to infonn the administration of his intentions,
Wagoner met with the Rev. John
Dister, SJ., assistant for the University Mission and told him of
the committee's plans. Wagoner
reJX>rted that the meeting went
well and he left with a very positive sense.
"He [Dister] was very openminded and even gave some suggestions," Wagoner said.
For the students' part, Wagoner
is hoping to see the same openmindedness. He is concerned that
students may sec tllis a.S an opportunity to criticize teachers that
students did not like while forgetting their good instructors.
"The only thing that can hold
this back is human nature," he
said...However, if they [the students] are going to take the time to
fill this out, I hope that they put
down both pros and cons."
It is the committee's hope that
the evaluation booklet could be
prepared in enough time for registration for the fall 1992 semester. If the evaluation booklet is
carried through to completion,
Wagoner said that there are a
number of means by which the
bookletcould be distributed. Most
likely, booldets would be given to
the resident assistants in the resident halls, with some put in the
library. Students would then have
easy access to the booldets, and
the cost of printing the booklets
would be kept reasonably low.
Wagoner has high hopes for
the evaluation booklet, but stressed
that if it is printed, it should only
be used as a guide and reference
instead of being seen as a definitive word on the instructors.
"I hope that this can be used as
a bridge to relationships," Wagoner said. "I also hope that the
students can get together and say,
'Jet's do this.' We want a useful
guide to registering to know what
teachers are about."

WORLD VIEW
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JCU professor explains events in El Salvador
Jeff Walker
Wood View Writer

Imagine yourself as a Salvadoran citizen, living in a community owned by someone you have
never seen because they live in
another country while a civil conflict wages through yours.
Now, imagine yourself planting seeds on a hillside, hoping that
these new trees will help provide
food and wood for your community. You wake up one day a few
months later to fmd them burned
to the oil-soaked ground which
has been rendered useless.
Sister Mary Ann Flannery,Jobn
Carroll University assistant professor of communications, witnessed this violence and destruction during a three weelc stay in El
Salvador last summer. She traveled thererepresentating the Inter-

Religious Task Force to try and
help the oppressed workers of
coffee and banana plantations.
About the current situation she
said, "Itall depends on how faithful
both sides are to the peace treaty."
This peace treaty between the
Salvadoran government and the
guerilla forces, known as the
Farabundo Marti National LiberationFront{FMLN), wassigned
on Jan. 16, 1992.
The treaty addresses changes
in the military, including the dis.,.__,..,ots..M_,. Aa"'-7. V.SC.
mantling of the national police The science building at the University of San Salvador was
force, judicial elements of the bombed and secured by the military last summer.
government and other civic
structures.Otherimponantaspects the civil war.
peace treaty.
are the cease-fire that will be
However, according to
It is because of the extreme
maintained until October 1992 and Flannery, the issue of most im- right-wing National Republican
the granting ofamnesty to guerillas pon.ance to the genecal populace- Alliance party (Arena) that these
so that they will not be punished that of the land reforms- has not reforms have not been addressed.
or tortured for their actions during been given enough attention in the Arena represents the majority
party in the government, which is
made up of the wealthy landowners who insist on having things the
way they were before the conflict
began.
Due to the power of their leader,
Roberto D' Aubisson, they have
commission of guerrilla and army hard-line vice-minister of defense successfully stalled the land releaders and political party repre- and the army's representative on forms in the treaty. However, he is
sentatives charged with oversee- the peace commission, made an
terminally ill with cancer and the
ing implementation of the United effort to be moderate, saying that FMLN hopes that he will lose
Nations-brokered peace accords from now on the rebels would be powerbeforethecease-fuetennithat were signed in Mexico City his adversaries rather than en.
~.

Salvadoran government,
rebels formalize cease-fire
MarJorie Miller

e

1992.losAngeles Times

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador - Leaders of El Salvador's
left-wing guerrillas, its right-wing
armed forces and its civilian po-

il•iGal~t~•-ai.wialro

urday to commence a formal
~rue in the civil war that bas
brutalized this country fa 12 years.
The ceremony a1 this capital
city•s fairgrounds marked the fll'St
time that the polarized political
forces have met together in their
own country in pursuit of a common goal.
"This is the hour of peace and
reconciliation," guerrilla commander Joaquin Villalobos told a
crowd of about 4,000. "The transition will require much patience
and tolerance.... We must learn to
use word against word and not
bullets against ideas."
Armando Calderon Sol, leader
of the ruling Nationalist Republican Alliance (Arena party) added,
"Peace is not only the silencing of
guns, but the rapprochement of
sectors."
The jubilation was tempered,
however, by homage paid to the
estimated 75,000 war dead and an
awareness throughout the pavilion
of the diffiCulties that lie ahead in
recovering from a civil war won
by neither side.
"No one and no political force
can govern this society by imposing itself by force on the rest,"
leftist political leader Ruben
Zamora said.
President Alfredo Cristiani
swore into office a 10-membet

---~

......

...-.-

..._

"The word 'enemy' must disUnder the agreements, guerrillas of the Farabundo Marti Na- appear from our lexicon. They are
tional Liberation Front are to be going to be our adversaries and
demobilized by Oct. 31 in ex- maybe our friends in peace,"
change for reforms of the country•s Zepeda told reporters.
The military was a relatively
armed forces and its judicial and
electoral systems. The armed minor presence in the roomful of
forces are to be reduced by half, legislators, judges, Cabinet
purged of its worst human rights members, businessmen, church
abusers and made to obey civilian leaders, foreign diplomats and
political activists.
authority.
And yet, the degree of militaThe army will move its forces
into 100 designated zones and the rism that still exists in El Salvaguerrillas will move into 50 zones doran society was evident in the
bytheendoftheweek. The United factthatthegreatestapplausecame
Nations will monitor the cease- with the mention of the names of
two symbolic warriors - rightfrre with about 1,300 observers.
leader
Roberto
For lack of interest or because wing
they disapprove of what's hap- D' Aubuisson, founder of the
pening, many Arena party faithful Arena party, and Villalobos, a
stayed away from the peace cer- founder of the guerrilla forces.
emony, malcing way for enthusi- D' Aubuisson, hospitalized with
astic guerrilla supporters to cancer, was not present at the
dominate the event. Rebel fans ceremony.
Rightists rose to their feet in
surrounded Villalobos seeking his
applausewbenCalderon Sol spoke
autograph on their invitations.
Arena supporters who did at- of what he called D'Aubuisson's
tend were tight-lipped during the "tireless construction of democspeeches and clearly uncomfort- racy."
Rebel supporters, who see
able with the rebel leaders' rerum.
They seemed not to notice that D' Aubuisson as the founder of
ViUalobos addressed his remarks right-wing dea1h squads, booed
to the president, the National As- and began shouting "Joaquin!
sembly and the Supreme Court- Joaquin!" for Villalobos.
"There are difficult days ahead
Arena-run institutioosthathe used
in the search for consensus, in the
to regard as illegitimale.
Gen. Juan OrlandoZepeda, the passage from violence to peace,"

Jbe su~i!!lr~filie~an
not be fully gauged until the elec-

Open 'til
4 am Fri.
& Sat.

tions in 1994. Until then, there
have been forums established by
the communities to build a consensus among enemy parties in
the government. One example is
the Health Forum which discussed
a need fa health promoters in
training to be licensed by the
Ministry of Health and to be paid
for their work. Also, since the
treaty has been monitored by the
United Nations, favor leans toward
the land reforms.
Finally, another factor in favor
of land reforms is our own
government•s power of purchase.
If the United States government
can challenge the owners to accept
some kind of cooperation through
boycotts of banana and coffee
products, the workers will have an
upper hand from a higher power.
Imagine yourself as that same
worker arrn-in-arm with a Jesuit
missionary as the message comes
over the radio that the treaty has
been signed on January 16, 1992.
As you walk through the streets
cheering, a Navy captain approaches the two of you with his
gun out
He aslcs the priest if he can
shoot his gun. Not sure what wiJJ
happen, the priest gives a confused look. so the captam stands
on a bench ~ rues his un into
fR ii'i. '1'1irwas
ast me
will ever ftre my gun again!"

r

10%
JCU
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Discount

~ SALADSor FOOZEN YOO..RT )

at Cedar Center

• 40 Different Subs
Hot & Cold
• 4' Party Subs
• Super Salads
• Pasta Dinners
• Frozen Yogurt
LINDSEY'S SUBS
321-6000
Cedar Center • Between Pier 1 & Revco
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Koreas facing pivotal times in history

NEWS
QUIZ

Soviet demise means changes in North and South
Julie Garvin

I.) The United States
started forcing refugees from
this country to return home.
a) Cuba; b) Israel; c) Haiti;
d) South Africa

Wood View Writer

2.) Sooth African President F.W. de KJexk met with
__ in Switzerland to establish a multiracial govern-ment in South Africa.
a)Bisbop Desmond Tutu;
b)~tB~;c)~

dent Boris Yeltsin; d) Nelsoo

Mandela

3.) There was a(n) _
southeastern Turkey.
a) avalanche; b) coup;
c) massacre; d) volcano

ip

With the fall of the Soviet
Union, many doubts have arisen
about the stability of othet communist powers such as North Korea. Vietnam and Cuba.
Recently there bas been some
talk among government leaders
about a reunion between North
Korea- the corrummist stateand South Korea, the free state.
According to Dr. Roger Purdy,
assistant professor of history,
North Korea is in a transition stage
right now. The JRSCDtleadet, Kim
D Sung, is getting older and will
be relinquishing his duties to his
son Kim Jung 11.
Purdy says Y..im D Sung was a
very charismatic leader, and now
the North Koreans will want to see
if his son can pick up whete the
father left off. Theref<n,areunion,

or at least an easing of tensions
with South Korea. could prove to
be an advantage dwing these uncertain times.
Unlike the crumble of the Soviet Union, a Korean reunion
would not be citizen motivated,
rather government motivated.
"Easing tensions with South Korea would allow North Korea to
tum its attention to domestic and
econootic issues," said Purdy.
Hospitable relations with South
Korea, an economically stable
state, could be advantageous for
the slightly faltering North Korea.
Furthermore, Purdy said,
"North Korea was an outlaw state

Roy Gutman
e 1992. Newsdoy

Can a master's degree in
social work make a
difference in your life?
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You don't need to start at the bottom to get ahead in social
work. The Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences
(MSASS) has been preparing professionals to become
effective agents of change for over 75 years. Professionals
are needed in:
• MANAGEMENT including Community Development;
Fund Raising; Marketing; and Strategic Planning
• DIRECT PRACTICE including Health; Mental Health;
Substance Abuse; Aging; and Children, Youth and
Families
Individualized financial aid packages are available.
We'd like to meet you and answer your questions.
Please join us at one of the following Open Houses:

CLEVELAND
Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences
11235 Bellflower Road
Wednesday, February 19 • 5:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 21 • 9:30a.m.
Wednesday, March 25 • 5:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 1l • 9:30a.m.
For information regarding other Open House locations
please call:
368-2280 (Oeveland) • 1-800-944-2290, ext. 2280 (Ohio)
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for a while, engaging in statesponsored terrorism." Thus, with
the strongest communist power-

the Soviet Union- no longer left
to tum to, the North Koreans may
just be looking to make new allies
in the WesL
Purdy pointed out that the Korean War is not over, only a truce
agreement has been signed. A
Korean reunification would affect
U.S. military presence on the peninsula.
"Our justification for keeping
military troops in Southeast Asia
would be lost," said Purdy.
Although Korean relations are
unsure at this time, the future may
hold greater prospects for this
Asian country. Pettraps freedom's
next stop is Korea.

Private enterprise flourishing in Poland

KRAKOW, Poland- A melancholy trumpet solo still sounds
hourly over the spires and turrets
of this medieval city, halting in
mid-phrase to commemorate the
rr======================:::;'! watchman killed by a Tartar's arrow while warning of invasion
600 years ago.
Across the immense market
square, theRynekGlowny, people
peer up at the tiny windows in the
steepleofSL Mary'sOlurch fora
glimpse of the trumpeter playing
the dirge. Then they go back to
0
making music of their own- the
jingle of cash registers.
Two years after Poland threw

~
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itselfinto economic shock therapy
by freeing its commerce and
Communist-era prices, Krakow is
in the midst of an explosion of free
enterprise. Even in the cold Polish winter, the thousand-year-old
city is full ofcolorand surprises as
it rediscovers capitalism.
Across the old town on S L
Ann's Street, Artur Wronski was
musing on the problems of running his new restaurant, a salad
bar, in the 16th ccntwy cellar of
his family house. After seven
months of relying only on wordof-mouth advertising, the business
serves 200 people a day and is
growing.
"It is hard to get good employ-

Israeli troops told to fire
on any armed Arab
Jackson Diehl

e 1992. The Washington Post
JERUSALEM - The Israeli army has given soldiers more
latitude to ftre on Palestinians in the occupied territories, telling
troopS they may shoot to kill any Arab seen carrying arms,
officials said Sunday.
The new orders come in response to a number of ambushes in
recent months in which Palestinians have ftred on Israeli cars.
The government of Prime Minister Yitzhak: Shamir has come
under pressure from Jewish settlers demanding that the army take
drastic steps to stop the attacks.
A statement released by a military spokesman Sunday said
that "the orders regarding the opening of flre were clarified and
broadened to enable Israeli soldiers to properly react in cases of
danger to life." He said the new orders had been approved by the
army's advocate general and the state prosecutor.
The statement did not specify how orders had been changed.
But official sources said that soldiers who encounter Palestinians
carrying deadly weapons have been told they can immediately
open frre. Until now, soldiers in such situations had been instructed
to order the suspects to halt, frre in the air, and, if these measures
fail, fire at the legs of the suspecL
Some 850 Palestinians have been shot and killed by the army
and Jewish settlers since the intifada began in December 1987.
Several hundred Palestinians also have been slain by Arab
militants after being accused of collaborating with Israeli forces.

ees," said Wronski. Recently he
hired three people-starting at$1
an hour - but none worked ouL
"We have high unemployment.
But people aren 'tinterested in hard
work. They want easy, well-paying
jobs," he said.
A meal at the restaurant costs
only$1.50andWronskihadheavy
renovation expenses, but he is
making a profit, in part because
tax authorities look the other way
for the ftrst year of a private
business. •There is a gentleman's
agreement," he said. "Besides, all
of Poland breaks the law."
Krakow, though listed by
UNESCO as one of the world's
dozen most valuable cultural
treasures, has long been one of
Europe's best-kept secrets as a
tourist destination. But now it is
open for business. Delicatessens,
caf~. restaurants and shops have
popped up in every alley.
In the midst of the conspicuous
consumption, plenty of people are
living in hardship. They include
the men of the Krakow fire d~
partment who sound the trumpet
call 24 hours a day, seven days a
week from St. Mary's Church.
Ludwik Skowronek, 57, who
has climbed the 236 steps for the
pastquarter-century,eams $176 a
month, now reckoned the absolute
minimum for a person to survive.
Utilities consume a quarter of his
salary. His standard of living has
declined, and he takes his vacations
at home, which he owns. Luckily,
his four children are grown.
But Miroslaw Baran, his assistant, earns just $79, lives with his
parents and has postponed marriage. "I am not sure it makes
sense to remain a fireman," he
said. Many of his colleagues have
quit to go into private business.
"We don't have enough people to
fight fues," he said.
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Puzo·s Fourth K portable in paperback
Mike Holkovich
Asst. Entertainment Editor

With the release of The Fourth
K, MarioPuzohasprovedhimself

again as an outstanding novelist.
Puzo established himself previously with TMGodfaJher and The
Sicilian novels as well as
screenwriting all three Godfather
fllms and Superman.
The Fourth K reflects several
political topics of recent fascination: the Kennedys, the workings
of the CIA, international terrorism and MiddleEastrelations. The
public interest in the Kennedys
has been revitalized with the release of JFK, and the CIA has
drawn attention from Norman
Mailer's latest novel, Harlot's

•

Ghost, a 1300 page epic. By in- fllled the square as the body of the
cluding all these topics within the Pope slumped over the balcony
plot, Puzo kept The Fourth K rail. His cross of gold dangled
free, the pallium drenched red."
timely.
Francis Xavier Kennedy is
Kennedy's rage over his
featured as president and Helen daughter's kidnapped plane, diDu Pray serves as vice president. verted to the tiny MiddJe Eastern
Kennedy carries the persona of country of Sherberhaben, transhis other Kennedy predecessors- formed the president into a repowerful and respected, until his venge-seeker. He threatened to
daughteriskidnappedandthePopc destroy the country's capitaJ, Dale,
is assassinated on Easter Sunday. to the dismay of American invesPuzo described the Pope's as- tors in the oil industry. Here,
sassination vividly: "On the bal- special interest holders in Concony the body of the Pope seemed gressandclosetoCongressfought
to rise up off the ground, the white to impeach Kennedy, and a poskullcap flew into the air, swirled litical war ensued. In the meanin the violent winds ofcompressed time, a nuclear bomb threat in the
air and then drifted down into the heart of New York city added to
crowd, a bloodly rag. A wail of the stressful woes of Kennedy.
The Fourth K's characterizahorror, of terror and animal rage,

tion highly resembles that found
in his previous works. The bold
characters are swayed by their
selfish abuses of power and
shameless greed. Puzo introduced
each character separately by givingabriefproftJe. Thisstylehelps
separate events, and can keep a
reader curious.
Club Isabella
New York Spaghetti House
Puzo beautifully presents the
2173 East 9th Street
2025 Abington Rd.• Cleve.
presidential bureaucracy with
696-6624
229-1177
slight negativity by presenting
$$
$$
excellent "behind the scenes"
dialogue. These special discus(~~lt.l~};~~~,.;~-~fo!t...,,~~..,._,_,~ra...~-.~t-- sion~ress \he fali •uc of many

oferworledpolidcians,lnclucfing

rr.

the president. Through this
originaJ viewpoint., he added a

(One

red roses not included).
($25- $45); $$$Moderate ($46-$70).

CLEVELAND/DOWN
TOWN
Captain John's
North Coast Harbor,
321 Erieside Ave.,
348-0022
SS-$S$
Gershwin's
BP America Building,
Public Square
771-4377
S$$
Getty's at the Hanna
1422 Euclid Ave.
771-1818
$$$

C> I 991 by RDI.tt AI&IICina

Sweetwater's Care Sausalito
GalJeria at Erieview
696-2233
$$$
Watermark
1250 Old River Road
241-1600
$$-$SS

Top or the Town
100 Erieview Plaza by Galleria
771-1600
$$$

James Tavern
Eton square, 28699 Chagrin
Blvd.. Woodmere
464-4660
$$
Lion and Lamb
Landerwood Plaza, Pepper
Pike
831-1213

S$-SSS

more human element to several
characters. Puzo writes:"With a
good education, Francis Kennedy
said, 'any burglar, stickup man,
any mugger, wlll know enough to
steal without hurtang anyone.
They 'II know how to steal hke the
people on Wall Street., learn how
toevadctheirtaxcshkcrespcctable
people in our soctety. We may
create more white-collar crime,
but at least nobody will get hurt.'
Puzo, similar to his Godfather
trilogy, combines genuine characters with modem scenanos to
produce a winner. De Fo11111t K
is not simply another erllry to the
Kennedy hoopla of recent years.

Peabody's Cafe presents
MUG NIGHT
every Monday & Thursday
Bring your own mug and we'll fill it cheap!!
(Your mug must have handles)

Lobster Pot
4477 Mayfield Rd., S. Euclid
291-0474
$$-$$$

EASTSIDE
Bella Luna
3402 Chagrin Blvd.,
Moreland Hills
831-4440
$$

Haymarket
Landmark Office Towers,
123 Prospect Ave. W
241-4220
$$$

Cafe Brio
5433 Mayfield Rd. ,Lyndhurst
473-1670
$$$

La Cuisine
The HalJe Building,
1220 Euclid Ave.
241-8488
$$$

Charley's Crab
25765 Chagrin Blvd.,
Beachwood
832-8222
$$$

Nighttowo
I 2387 Cedar Rd., Cle HIS.
795-0550
$$$
Primo Vioo
12511 Mayf~eld Rd., Oe
229-3334
S$
Rain tree
25 Pleasant Dr., Chagrin
247-4800
$$$

• Reprinted courtesy
em Ohio Live Magazine-·

January, 1992.

Tk~ u~f~iJ~ Mu~it du~ ~
Corrter o/ CeJor anJ &. Daylor-Cft*.c'Hts.

24 hr. nfo-lne

321-4072
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New Arabica blends coffee and ambience
Shawn Phillips
Entertainment Writer

I suppose from the start ru
address one reason many people
do not go to Arabica: they feel it is
full of artsy-type people who look
down on anyone without shaved
heads or pierced nostrils. While I
catch at least a whiff of this drift at
one Arabica. the new Arabica will
cause you to drown your misconceptions in a steamy mug of cafe
mocha.
Located at 11300JuniperRoad
in the University Circle area,
A.rabica has the obvious advantage
ofattracting Case Western Reserve
students; it is nearly on the campus itself. But only a 10 minute
drive from JCU, A.rabica offers a
casual atmosphere in a natural
sening: a house. I tell no tales, the
coffeehouse lives in a gigantuon
home owned by CWRU that at
one time hosted the Children's
Museum. Created by a protege of
Frank Lloyd Wright in prairie
school style, the house was built
in 1911. A few of the rooms are
smoke-free, including the library
and the enclosed Veranda. A fa-

vorite of many is the upstairs sun
porch. Offering a view of Juniper
Road and the Barking Spider, the
sun porch is a prime location to
observe the many birds in the
spring and summer months.
Not only does Arabica tempt
with exotic coffees, but teas are
served here as well. The coffee is
richer tasting than the conventional
kind and is roasted darker as well.
Twenty-two kinds of coffee are
available while there are more than
40 types of tea to taste. For those
with cold preferences, freshsqueezed juice is served daily.
Should you have a bit of an
appetite, a lighter lunch is served
at Arabica, including tuna and
chicken sandwiches, salads, and
even specialties such as zucchini
lasagna. Ifyouareunabletomake
the lunch hour, pastries are available all hours of the day. All are
home-cooked, many by the
A.rabica employees themselves.
What is that you say? You would
like to enjoy the fine offerings of
A.rabica at home as well? Packages of all in-house coffees and
teas can be bought for take home
consumption.

The idea for Arabica was born
when owner Charles Diamond
visited the cenrury old cafes in
Europe. He says "the oldest coffeehouses in Paris grew up around
universities." This and the
slim ulation of the brain by caffeine
are what Mr. Diamond feels gives
this Cleveland coffeehouse its
personality.
The uniqueness of Arabica is
often attributed to the atmosphere,
and the coffeehouse can give you
much more than a quick drink.
Talking with Mr. Diamond, the
president of A.rabicainc., I quickly
realized that the new Arabica is
not simply a coffee stop, but a
place to inspire passion. Mr. Diamond sees the University Circle
area and Cleveland as a breeding
ground for diverse talents waiting
to be brought together. Arabica
provides this forum. In the upstairs master bedroom, plans are
being made for performances by
the Cleveland Institute of Music.
This room may seat up to 50 people
and is more comfortable and relaxed than a traditional concert
hall.
Visual art is prevalent at

Arabica. It hangs on all walls in
all mediums. It is mostly a
represenation of local art, sticking
with Arabica's stress on
Cleveland'sculture. Anyofthese
pieces may be purchased.
For those of you not motivated
by lhis, the many rooms of Arabica
are its richness. With two separate
sound systems, customers have an
option of what they would like to
hear. Upstairs is the "studying
room," which also may be used
for conferences. This is for those
who want to get away from aJI
conversation.
But Diamond realizes the fine
art of conversation. One table in
front of the bay window may soon
be seen as the heart of Arabica.
Next to the working frre place,
this table is reserved for those
willing to carry on spontaneous
conversations with unknowns in a
game of mental ping-pong.
This thrive for feeling is what
has led a mass of musical talent to
playatArabica. Music of all typeSbluegrass, blues, folk and jazz are
encouraged. Mr. Diamond even
has a gentleman coming from
Washington D.C. who could not

be scheduled until March because
of the many acts wanting to play
here.
Never again do I want 10 hear
that there is never anything to do
in Cleveland. Make the jaunt to
University Circle's Arabica.
Reading the crowded customer
suggestion book, I found many to
be along the line of the following:
"I think Arabica has a very nice
feel- I think it will be my favorite"
and "it is truly a treat to have a cup
of coffee in a cultural atmosphere
again."
Sopartakeinconversation,play
a game of chess, read a novel, or
simply enjoy a cup of coffee with
friends by the fireplace. Experience the atmosphere as what
Diamond calls "a warm slipper."
Arabica has a great deal to offer.
"What makes me happiest is
good conversation," said Diamond. "It can be artistic, business, or gossip, just let it have
passion."

ThisFriday,Feb. 7.JCUradio
station WUJC will be broadcasting livefrom the University Circle
Arabicafrom 7 to 10 p.m.

Local eatery: good food at
pocketbook pleasing prices ·
Tom Peppard
World VIew Editor

START YOUR CUMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
App ly for Army ROTC summer leadership training. You'll develop confidence
and decisiveness essential for success.
And you'll qualify to earn officer credentials
w hile completing college.

i

ABMYROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU W Tm.

For more information
Call CPT Holloway at 397-4421

Fast food and quality rarely
belong together in the same sentence, but Lindsey's has changed
that.
Lindsey's, a four month old
carry-out/eat-inrestaurantlocated
at 13976 Cedar Road, provides
sandwiches, burgers, pasta, salads,
yogurt and breakfast at reasonable prices.
In addition to seven and 13
inch sub sandwiches, the restaurant
offers just about the best BBQ
beef sandwich Cleveland has 10
offer. This isn't your regular
shredded, chopped, or remnant
beef sandwich. This is real beefsliced from the cow- minus the
fat and gristle . Served on French
bread with a tasty-but-not-overlysweetbarbecuesauce,itisaquality
sandwich from end to end. A seven
incher comes with 3.5 ounces of
beef and costs $2.75.
A lighter, but equally tasty alternative is Lindsey's chicken
cutlet sandwich. Grilled, not deep
fried, the sandwich comes on a
seven inch french roll with lettuce,
tomato and sauce for $2.80.
Soup fans will appreciate
Lindsey's vegetable beef soup.
Even here, the q uality lives through
as evidenced by its big chunks of
identiftable vegetables and beef,

and its pleasingly low salt level.
(You can always tell a bad soup by
its salty overkill.)
Ethnics (as well as ethnic fans
like myself) will love Lindsey's
Italian sub, which doesn't compromise on the capicola. Sliced
pepperoni, salami, provolone
cheese and a goodly amount of
lean capicola (a spicy Italian ham)
make this sandwich a real treat. A
seven incher sells for $2.85.
Seafood lovers will snap at the
chance 10 eat Lindsey's crab salad.
A good value ($3.45), the salad
comes with a lot of big chunks of
crab meat, a bed of lettuce, tomatoes and your choice of dressing.
Pasta! A spaghetti dinner with
garlic bread and a side salad is a
good deal ($3.75), but the sauce
needs to be spiced up a bit. Regardless, it's a lot better than that
sweet stuff in the cafeteria, and
you can get a whole bucket of it
for$6.95.
Lindsey's serves b reakfast
(eggs, sausage, o melettes and
toast) daily from 7 to 10:30 a.m.;
frozen yogurt as well as yogurt
shakes, sundaes and floats; and
grilled deli burgers.
Lindsey's is open until4 a.m.
on Fridays and Saturdays, and until
midnight during the week. It's
ideal for a group of people with
varying tastes, but a real killer for
the indecisive.
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Students experience Toronto culture
Mary Jude Detesco
Campus Ufe wnter

Toronto was the destination of
47 John Carroll sophomores in

search of fun, culture, relaxation,
and the experience of visiting a
different country through a trip

sponsored by the sophomore
class.
"We wanted to do something
for our class on a larger scale than
a trip to the flats or to a sporting
event." said Nora Maclcin, Sophomore Class Secretary.

Due to the overwhelming response by the Sophomore class,
tickets for the trip were sold out
before they became available
campus-wide. According to Moe
McGuinness, sophomore class
president, next year's response is
hoped to be three times as great,
and to reach the entire campus.
The Blue Bird bus, complete
with boxed lunches and VCR 's,
left campus at noon last Friday,
and returned early Sunday morning.
One of the opportunities offered to students was a chance to
attend a matinee showing of The
Phantom of the Opera.
"Seeing Phantom made the trip
even more worthwhile," said Jessica Leugers. Fourteen students
attended the matinee.
Students enjoyed the food and
atmosphere of The Hard Rock
Cafe, and the experience of Eaton
Center,agiantshoppingcomplex.

Diana Hartman , Nora
Mackin, Robert Castagro,
and Alex Spinos stand
together in Nathan Phillips
Squa re in downtown
Toronto.
Sophomores Moe
McGuinness, Diana
Hartman, Jon
Petrus, Jessica Leugers,
and Michelle Macaluso
pose in front of the Museum
of Modem Art in Chinatown,

you
see on the cafeteria menu?"

Curt Kondlk
Senior

Ron Green
Sophomore

Yukarl Ishihara

"It doesn't matter what I
say, they'll make 1t nasty
anyway."

"Beans and weenies."

"Sushi."

Although these places cannot be
experienced in Cleveland, students
dido 't mind leaving the outrageous
prices behind
The difference between Canadians and Americans were noticed
by Carroll students. "The people
weredifferenL Theywereshocked
at how friendly Americans were,"

explained Kristen Shannon.
All of the travelers spent Satw"day night together enjoying
Toronto's night life.
"Everyone stuck together," said
Jon Beech. "People who may
have JUSt been acquaintances before learned more about each
other,and became better friends."

Speaker to
discuss US/China
relations
Meghan Gourley
ASSIStant Campus Life Edfor

A public lecture entitled
"U.S .. Relations with China:
Pros and Cons" will be given
by Mr. Curtis C. Cutter on
Thursday, Feb. 13, at8 p.m., in
the Jardine Room.
Cuner is the president of
ChinaMeiTik, a publisher of
market research data on China.
AgraduateoftheUnivcrsity
ofCalifornia at Berkeley, Cutter
then did some graduate work in
international economics at the
Institute of International Studies at the University of Geneva
~--~wi~crland. Finall re-

Mr. Curtis C. Cutter will give

his master•s degree at

presentation on Thurs.,Feb . '3
Secretary in the Office ofCon-

Stanford University, he specialized in Latin American
studies emphasizing on Brazilian economic history.
Cutter served in the Umtcd
St.ates Anny in Korea, and then
entered the U.S. Foreign Service. l-lis positions included a
memberofthr U.S. Delegation
to the United r.Jations, political
officer in charge of Peruvian
Affairs in Washington, and
deputy director of the Office of
United Nations Political Affairs. He was responsible for
Latin America and the Far East
as Acting Deputy Assistant

gressional Relations. He aided
in the raufical.ion of the Panama
Canal Treaties.
Cuucr has served as guest
lecturer tn Political Science at
Columbus International College
as a member of the board of
directors of the American
School of Porto Alegre in Brazil, the American School of
Madrid in Spain, and the International School of Seville,
Spain.
Cutter has also received the
State Department's Award for
Heroism and the Meritorious
Honor Award.

Senior

The Shula Lecture in Philosophy
at Jolm Carroll University

"ETHICAL DIMENSIONS
OF THE SELF"
by CHARLES TAYLOR
Professor of Philosophy and Political Science,
McGill University
Angela Martin
Sophomore

Christl Cllll

Sophomore

Angel Rodriguez
Sophomore

"A whopper."

"My dad's home-made

"Real food. "

spaghetti."

Monday, February 10, 1992

8:00p.m.
New Conference Room
Recreation Center
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Speaker defines the whole person through education
Jen Williams
Campus Ufe Writer

From Intermediate Accounting
to Shakespeare and everything in
between, all play equally important parts in the education of the
whole person, said Dr. Thomas
Bausch, Dean of College of Business Administration at Marquette
University.
Bausch spoke to John Carroll
University Monday addressing
the topic, "The Liberal Arts and
the World of Work" in the SAC
Conference Room.
"A liberal arts person is one
who is free, who has talents
thoughtfully developed," said
Bausch. "They are the type of
person needed in America today
to regain our industrial compe-

--

tence."

pl>dD by Bruda S....U.

Dr. Thomas Bausch addresses students and faculty Monday
during his lecture on "The liberal Arts and the World of Work."

Bausch expressed concern for
the efforts of students as well as
educators. "We as educators are
preparing individual students and
our aim is self-actualization of
each student," stressed Bausch.
In preparing the whole person,

Bausch said there is little distinction between professional courses
and liberal courses. Both are essential in creating the best learning environment The learning
environment includes all aspects
of education: the dorms, the play·
ing fields, the student union, and
communication skills.
Bausch developed his ideas of
educating the whole person from
what he calls, 'The Catholic tradjtion which emphasizes the dignity of the whole person." He
became a part of the Catholic tradition when in 1956 he enrolled in
JCU to earn his undergraduate degree in economics. After graduate
school at Indiana University,
Bausch became an economics instructor in 1961 atJCU. Today
Bausch is the Dean of the College
of Business Administration at
Marquette University.
While at Carroll, Bausch was
the president of the National Ac
crediting Agency. Through the
American Academy of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB),

fessor of Classical Languages
at Beloit College, will discuss
"The Liberal Arts and the
ontemponiryWorld" on Apot

he aided in retaining JCUs masters program when in danger of
revocation.
Bausch feels JCU has the philosophy and purpose to lay the
foundation for the education of
men and women. The concept of
becoming Lhe whole person,
Bausch defined as the life-long
task realizing one's potential in
his or her own work.
We are what we learn, in and
out of school. According to Dr.
Bausch, it is our better interest to
blend the two and be able to fmd
middle ground on which we Jearn
all the academics we need along
with the best way to live life. "We
are the basis of our work. Whatl
do is me and I believe in my own
dignity as a person," said Bausch.
"A person's work is morally inseparable from life."
Dr. Bausch's lecture begins a
series oflcctures sponsored by the
faculty board on "Liberal Arts at
the End of the Century." The
board is dealing with issues that
concern students and faculty alike.
The series demonstrates a need to
find a connection among disciplines, includjng business and liberal arts.
The next lecture is- scheduled
for March 23 by Fr. Robert Barth
of Boston College. He will speaJc
on "Liberal Arts and Faculty Re-

13.

search."

Faculty examines nature of liberal arts education"'
problem solving,and writing skills

Carolyn Sennett
Campus Ufe Edtor

are provided through a liberal arts

MembetsofthefacultyatJohn
•
ing in a scnes of wortcshops to
broaden their understanding of
liberal arts education.
Dr. David Klooster, coordinator of the workshop, explained
that the workshop is an opportunity for faculty members to reconsider what fellow colleagues
and sLUdents are experiencing at
the university.
Specifically. the workshop will
examine such issues as how
communication,critical thjnking,

education. Participants will also
plan theb"n....n fdeaJ four ear

Carron Uni'versityiitt!panie~

-

course of study in adduion to designing a team-taught course.
Team teaching involves two or
moreteachers from different fields
working co-operatively to produceaclassthat wouldn 'tfall into
a single category.
Previous workshops began in
May and carried the theme "How
We Teach." Faculty discussed
teaching strategies, critical thinking, and the need for more writing
required in the classroom. Tile

ATTENTION: CINCINNATI
AREA STUDENTS
The 1992 xavier Summer Sessions Bulletin of Classes &
Workshops Is now available. Undergraduate & graduate level
courses offered in the areas of Arts & Sciences, Business,
Education, Professional Studies &Social Sciences from
\iay 18-August 14. For your copy
call or write:

w'

~VIEK
UNIVERSITY

summersessions
3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45207-3123
513/745-3601

l(a'lier Uniwrsity u an academic cofl'lntWiily commilted to eq110/ opportunrly for
.1/1 persOIU rrgardJe.ss af age, sa, race, rtligion, lsalldicap, or 110tiCHilJ/ origin.

follow up series will focus on
"What We Teach."
The program talces a closer
loot' at '"wfly we stUdy II
arts, the larger purposes, connections, and relationships,"
Klooster said. Another outcome
Klooster hopes for is for the faculty to consider how a liberal arts
education prepares the student.
In accordance with the workshop, JCU faculty have the option of attending a three part lecture series. The fJISt spealcer,
Thomas Bausch, Dean of the
College of Business Administration at Marquette University,
spoke on Monday Feb. 3 about
"The Liberal Arts and the World
of Work." Robert Barth,S.J.,
Dean of Arts and Sciences at
Boston will present "The Liberal
Arts and Faculty Research" on
March 23 and John Wyatt, Pro-

·''
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a.m.
..Feb. 10 -~he Commufer
Forum will meet in the
Jardine Room at 7 p.m.
Student Union representatives
will be discussed and refreshments will be served.
Feb. 12 - The Carroll
Quarterly presents a reading
by Elena Castedo, National
Book Award Nominee, at 8
p.m. in the Jardine Room.

Happenings
Feb. 6 - The flfSt meeting
of the Medieval Club will be
held m the Idlewood Room
from 7-7:45 p.m.
Feb. 7 -The Queen of
Hearts Valentine's Day Dance
at Swingo's. Cocktails at 7
p.m .• dinner at 8 p.m., and
dancing until 1 a.m.
-Alpha Psi Omega is
sponsoring a senior get
together in the Wolf-N-Pot
from 3-5 p.m.
-John Carroll University's
88.7 F.M. WUJC presents
"Purely by Chance," featuring
Carroll's Marcellus Nealy and
Mike Thomas from 7-10 p.m.
at University Circle Arabica.
Feb. 8 -The Billy Smith
Band will perform in the
Wolf-N-Pot from 9 p.m. til 1

The JCU Jazz Band Dance
originally scheduled for Fri.,
Feb. 7. has been postpOned
until Mar. 14. All other
information regarding the
dance remains the same.
The Carroll Quarterly is
now accepting submissions
for the spring issue in the
English Dept. c/o Brian
Bishop. Deadline Mar. 18.
$25 for the best poetry and
best fiction.
The English department
annnounces a S I 00 prize for
the best poem or group of
poems submitted by a sLUdent
Manuscripts should be
submitted by Feb. 28 in the
English Department office.

·-
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Aerobics made available and fun at JCU
Mary Anne Soltis

warm-up begins the class, in which a variety of step motions with
movement of legs, arms, neck, these. There is no bouncing, unWith the rise in health aw~ and ankles is emphasized. as they like high-impact aerobics.
Regarding thedangerpublished
ness among many Americans, will be used frequently. Next come
exercise has become an intgral low impact aerobics involving about knee and leg injuries result·
part in their everyday life. much leg movement and including ing from high impact aerobics,
Mitchell commented that one can
Aerobics has become widespread steps such as marching.
From there, two options are get the same workout without the
and an increase in this form of
exercise has taken place at John available. One can increase the bouncing of high-impactaerobics.
intensity of the low impact The exercises can be done in a
Carroll University.
The aerobic program at JCU aerobics or switch to high-impact low-impact fashion to avoid injuhas been in existence for six years. aerobics. These get the heart ries. For those who wish to do
According to Liz Mitchell, head pumping even more swiftly. It is high-impact, she informs people
of the program at JCU, there has this segment which consists of of the importance of knowing the
been an increase in participants bouncing or jumping movements proper way of doing them.
Getting involved in aerobics
interested in getting a serious that bums the fat
workout since her involvement as
Following lhis intense part of has traditionally been used as a
a teacher began four years ago. the work out is a cool down pe- way of losing weight and burning
"When I flrst became involved as riod. Aoor exercises are then fat Mitchell points out the other
a freshman, people took the class utilized, stressing leg and ab- benefits ofaerobic exercise, "such
as developing coordination, espewith their friends. They didn't dominal work.
Another type of aerobics class cially resulting from the dance
work as hard as they could have.
Now people take the classes for a is termed step aerobics. Step movements." She also notes that
real
workout,"
says aerobics are a cardiovascular it may be m<R appealing than
Mitchell. According to Mitchell's workouts in which the legs are other fitness methods. "People
observation, "more people are fit- extensively worked. A bench (or may find it more entertaining than
substitutes such as folded mats) running around a b'3Ck," Mitchell
ness oriented today".
An aerobic exercise session about eight inches off the ground says.
The John Carroll classes are
consists of various stages. A are used. and the participant does

Features Writer

...... ..,.Qoiodoa...

JCU students enjoy exercising and fun with aerobics
held Monday and Wednesday at and Christine Navarro, the last of
2:00 and 8:30. Tuesday at 5:30 whom teaches the step aerobics
and 8:30 and Thursday at 5:30. on Monday and Tuesday at 8:30
With the exception of the Mon- p.m.

day and Wednesday, 5:00 classes
which consist mainly of Baseball
players. The classes are held in
the intramural gym.
In addition to Liz Mitchell, instructors include Missy Carbone,
Annie Hummer, Nancy Moray

Instructor Annie HUDliDCI" eo-

courages people to join empta.
sizing that one can participate as
regularly or as frequently as he or
she desires. Aerobics is not only
good exercise, but a lot of fun as
well, says Hummer.

Students bring foreign flair to JCU roominates
Anton Zulker
Edlta·ln·chlef

Meet someone from a new and
different culture and experience
. . riiJIF

..............

of a newfound friend.
Do all of this in your campus
room here at John Carroll University, without travelling a single
mile.

While many JCU students
travelab~tomudy,dozensof

foreign exchange students arriving atJCU each year need an
American student to live with and
befriend. This semester- or yearlong experience ofliving together
offers challenges and rewards to
both roommates.
"A roommate is a key person
for an exchange student's entre
into student life," said Dr. Susan
Long, professor of sociology and

coordinator of the East Asian
Studies program. Long greets
and helps the Japanese students
who come to JCU.
nc.wc
If"
come by. According to Donna
Byrnes, director of residence life,
there was very little interest last
year during room sign-ups.
"You would think there would
be a lot of people to say, 'yes, I
want that experience,' but that
wasn't the case," said Byrnes.
Dominic Lavigne and Rachel
Monarch were exceptions.
Lavigne,ajwlior, rooms with
Dominic Bakindi, a senior from
the African country of Sudan.
"I really enjoy being able to
learn about foreign cultures," said
Lavigne, who as a political science major is interested in international politics as a career.

•••a

King Cole
Pizza Restaurant
New York Style Pizza
'he only pizza in Cleveland
baked the old world way -on the brick!

BIG SPECIAL!!
21arge
pep.peroni
ptzzas I
OR DINNER
I
._
._.
_.
_,
for $8.95 1 with this couioon - limit 1 oer visit 1

i$_1_- OFFANY-PIZZA j
____ ___ __

Lavigne met Bakindi last year in a
political science course.
Bak:indi farst arrived at JCU in
Augusto[ 1988. Hecameuncom-

fodiiiY.
..At fll'St I was nervous. My
host family told me that most of
the time you don't get along with
the roommate because they're
sloppy, party a lot, or are noisy
and inconsiderate." This makes
an open and willing roommate
even more valuable.
"We don't want the American
student to feel like an older sibling. This isn't good for the
American student because he or

she can become burned out and
resentful. It isn't good for the
exchange swdent to become de·
pendent, either," said Long.
&tiel Moa8rdl Jives w&lt
Japanese student Tomomi
Takahashi.
"Before we roomed together
she was quiet and shy. She isn't
anymore. Tomomi has even gone
out with me," said Monarch.
Donna Lucente is the resident
assistant of Maja Domazetovic,
anexchangestudentfromCroatia.
She has noticed that while JCU
students go to dinner every night,
Maja goes upstairs to the televi-

sion lounge to catch news of her
homeland.
''I'm disappointed in the JCU
studen\s' attitude as a whole towan& ~ (orelp -change studentt. There 1re some
who go out of their way, but there
aren't enough," says Lucente.
Those that do, often gain a
lasting friend.
"The students do seem to
maintain some ties after the year.
Our students will go over [to
roommate's country] and already
know a btmch of people. It's exciting to see that it doesn't really
end after a year," said Dr. Long.

-
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'Basic values'reflected in
Santilli's public and private life

The Carroll News, February 6, 1992

Life on Spanish campus shows JC
student a different way of life
Bonnie Watwood
Profiles Editor

Meghan Gourley
Assistant Compus Ufe Edtor

·-

You've seen him walking the
campus in his trenchcoat and
rubber ovezshoes. You've seen
him in the cardiovascular room
shedding unwanted pounds in his
cutoff sweats and Dolphins
headband. You've seen him in
his ties and suspenders behind a
podiwn, telling stories of his son's
fearofE.T. Andnomauerwhalwhetheryou had him for class two
yearsago,or have him this semester- HE KNOWS YOUR NAME!!
His name is Dr. Nicholas
Santilli, professor of psychology.
Growing up in the Cleveland
area meant leaving behind family
when Santilli married and moved
wherevec his career would take
him.
"My wife and I had an agreement that once we had children,
we would try and move back to
Cleveland before they started
school," said Santilli.
Family is a priority to Santilli.
He expressed the need of his children to know their relatives and
the only way to do that would be
for them to see them on a regular
basis.
s~

"All it took was one class, and
I mew what I wanted to do," said
Santilli. "Piaget is a wonderful
source for information and explanation. He answered all of the
questions I w.as asking.''
After holding various teaching
jobs, and then making the decision to move back to Cleveland,
Santilli tried his hand at the family
business. But the yearning to teach
overcame him, and he began
looking again for teaching jobs.
In January, 1988, a midterm
resignation in John Carroll's psychology departrnentmeanttheslart

adulthood and aging, and history
and systems.
"I enjoy learning how children
and adolescents come to understand society," said Santilli.
And he feels that he is becoming a legitimate source fa- that
information while be is raising his
two children. He has the opportunity to see child development
first hand, and having children
brings him in contact with other
children as well.
"It lends more credibility to
what you say when you are a parent," said Santilli.

-merM

ground has instined values in him
tbaL carry over into his career.
At the University of Toledo,
be completed his undergraduate
work, double majoring in both
psychology and communications.
Also at Toledo, Santilli received
his masrer' s degree in educational
psychology. Finally, it was Jean
Piaget that brought him to the
Catholic University of America
in Washington, where he earned
his Ph.D. He was able 10 worlc
closely with Hans Furth, who had
eviousl studied with Pia et.

Or. Nicholas Santilli, professor of psychology
of a new career for Santilli.
"I wasn't happy with what I
wasdoing,"Santillisaid. '1missed
teaching and researching."
Santilli's first love lies with
developmental psychology. In
addition to the introduction
courses, he teaches courses in child
and adolescent development, the
psychology of sex differences,
human
rsonalit ad·ustment,

Santilli began getting involved

with children during his high
school days. Through the TutorFriend Program at Mayfield High
School, he was able to tutor elementary students during his senior year. This involvement was
followed by his college days where
be became a ..big brother" to inner
city students.
"I became reall involved in

Send a special
r---lt--~ Valentine ~__,

-

.......,___ DoyouhaveaspecialValentine'sstory-~
of how you and your loved one met?
What makes your relationship special?
Write your story of love and submit it to
The Carroll News by Feb. 8th. The best
article to profile a "Valentine's" relationship will be printed in the Valentine's
Day issue, Feb. 13, 1992 and the winner
will receive a box of Malley's candies.
Start writin !

Taking a break from pursuing
abiologymajorhereatJohnCarroll University,junior Art Olivera
has been spending the 1991-1992
academic year in Sevilla, Spain,
studying at the University of

Sevilla
Olivera has noticed many differences between life in Spain
versus life on the JCU campus.
"The campus is spread out aU
over the city," said Olivera, "so
there really is no campus!"
Ther~ are approximately
70,000 students who attend the
University ofSevilla. Olivera has
two classes with the Spanish students: Spanish Literature and
History of the Americas.
"Believe it or not, I haven't
had any tests yet for those
classes," said Olivera. "February
27 is my first test for history and
March 7 for literature. Thoses
grades will count for my frrst
semester grades."
Olivera spentChristmas in the
north of Spain with his brother,
Ron Olivera, whograduatedfrom
JCU in 1990. He is now living in
Parnplona, Spain.
"The Spaniards traditionally
don't give presents for Christmas." said Olivera. "Cbristmas i.s
rcodffli~ th3ii'Sir
United States."
He explained that the emphahelping people," said Santilli.
In his spare time, Santilli enjoys sports. Involved in basketball throughout high school, and
then intramwal basketball in
college, Santilli describes his
"high point" in athletics. As a
graduate student, he and four
others won a basketball game
against the younger undergraduate students.
Santilli also holds ~n tickets to the Browns games, in addition to playing golf with Dr. Williams. On any given day, Santilli
can be seen working in JCU's
cardiovascular room.
Right now, Santilli has found
his niche here at Carroll and he
doesn't have any immediate plans
of leaving.
"The people here at John Carroll have made it easy to fit in,"
said Santilli.
''Everyone really gets along in
the psychology department, and
that makes waicing here a good
experience."
He has considered the possibility of going into administration
one day, and possibly student

counseling.
"I want to get more involved
with the students. They are good
people." he said.

-pbl>co coouwy ofOuoyl Olcwor

Art Olivera

sisisonthemidnightmass,cal1ed
"Misa de gallo" and also the day
of"Los Reyes Magos," on January 5, what Christians would celebrate as the Epiphany.
"On that day, through the
streets of the cities pass floats
throwing out candy for all the
children watching," explained
Olivera. "Santa Claus is not as
popular as the Three Kings are."
Almost aU American items are
popular in Spain, according to
Olivera. He noticed that Bart
Simpson is very popular as well
as the soundtrack from Grease.
"It is played in the discotheques, but all types of music
are popular," "said Olivera. "I've
seen some cars with names like
'rap' or 'disco'."
Olivera will return to the U.S.

itt 1tin HiJIIJCad'~ ·
in April due to a fair called the
International Expo held in Sevilla.
Santilli feels that the average
JCU student is beuerprepared than
other college students, academicaJly and socially speaking.
"It's a difficult time that we are
living in," said Santilli. "We can
better accept the local and global
changes if we can become more
tolerant ofeach other's differences
and wealcnesses."
It is through responsibility that
we treat one another fairly," continued Santilli.
Living in different places has
exposed Santilli to a wide range of
individuals, and he feels that has
helped him greatly.
"There are basic values that we
aU share, regardless of culture,"
he said.
Finger painted pictures cover
the walls in his office surrounding
him wth the love from home. A
Cleveland Browns mug holds
stale, cold coffee probably poured
hours before. A gym bag sits on
the floor containing the sweatsoaked paraphernalia of an athlete.
And though he is Dr. Santilli,
professor of psychology, to many
of us, more importantly, he is a
husband, a father, a counselor, and

a friend.
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Kimbrough observes years of change at JCU
OF THE WEEK
Kristine Hren
Profiles Writer

The Inn Between - 1. The
passageway to the cafeteria between the vending machines and
the snack bar. 2. The area where
(commuter) students eat. socialize, and study, using this area in
the same fashion that boarding
students use the cafeteria. 3. The
doorway to the Wolf-and-Pot
where one may sit back and relax
in the atmosphere filled with good
conversation, clouds of smoke,
and healthy food, such as a Pizza
Hut Personal Pan Pizza.
Clarissa Kimbrough, the
morning snack bar lead person in
the Inn Between, has w~ked at
John Carroll University's snack
bar for more than 14 years. She
originally carne to JCU in 1968
and worked in dle snack bar until

•J
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Florida, Kimbrough moved to
Ohio after graduating from high
school and was persuaded by her
cousin to continually lengthen her
stay.
"My two-week stay with cousins turned into 25 years!"
Dunng her "temporary stay"
in Ohio, Kimbrough met her husband. Now she has a 24-year-old
son and a two-and-a-half-yearold grandson - all the more reason to stay in Ohio!
When asked what she likes

.,._~~,-._.s-n.

Clarissa Kimbrough, the snack bar morning lead person.
about working at Carroll,
Kimbrough responded that she
enjoys the students.
"I love the students,"
Kimbrough said. "The students
are what keep me here."
Kimbrough's favorite weekend is Alumni Weekend, when
students come back to see her.
most

JCU student Gina Rich said.
"While Clarissa is employed in
the Inn Between, she is uniting
students and workers with her
smiles and laughter that. I th.ink,
she malces her real job."
In her spare time, Kimbrough
likes to talce long walks, cook, and
read anything she can.

••
•
••
•
•
•
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1970,1eft, and returned in 1978.
"I was here when John Carroll
changed from all-male to coed,
and Fr. Schell was president of the
university," Kimbrough said.
Beginning as a cashier ,
Kimbrough graduaJly became the
evening lead person and then the
morning lead person. As a lead
person, Kimbrough assists the
manager with training new
people, ordering, and, in general,
seeing that things get done.
Originally from Pensacola,

,.

~.-

Valentine's are not only for sweethearts!
Send your Valentine's wishes or letters to Fr. Lavelle at:
Rev. Michael J. Lavelle, S.J.
Guest House
P.O. Box 954
Rochester, Minnesota 55903
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Grapplers pin Mount Union, 32-5

Women hoopers ranked ,
18th in the nation
..x:Lo=na~Durban;r;.:.:=:....-.---- Sports analysis

Mike Kadlub
Sports Writer

The John Carroll wrestling team ran their record to 132 w1th a decisive victory overOAC archrival Mount Union
31-6 last Thursday night.
The Streaks however, did not begin the match on the
right foot. Junior 118-pounder Lamarr Suton dropped the
opening match to the Purple Raiders' J .R. Richner.
Head coach Kerry Volkmann attributed this to the fact
that Suton had just come off an injury, also, he dropped
from the 126-pound class where he was a national qualifier
two years ago.
The Streaks were able to squeak by in the following two
matches with junior 126-pounder Walt K.arrenbauer and
senior 134-pounder Dave Buclciso both coming away with
close victories.
"I think the support of the people that were there (from
JCU) helped us to stay in the close matches and they might
be called the II th wrestler for us," said Volkmann.
Volkmann said the turning point in the match was 142pounder Mike Gillmor's decisive 9-1 victory over the
Purple Raider's Pete Cerar.
"Gillmor really shut the door on their crowd, and from

that point on we took care of business," said Volkmann.
Gillmor's victory runs his record to 28-4 including 14-0 in
the dual matches. Both of these marks are good for first on
the team.
Volkmann is very grateful junior 167-pounder Dale
Kaposy is healthy this year after sitting out last season
with a knee injury.
Kaprosy's victory imp-oved his record to 23-8, tying
Buckiso for second best on the team. "This can be
attributed to the rehabilitation he went through after the
injury," said Vollanann ofK.aprosy•s success this year.
Although Volkmann wants everyone to be a leader on
the team, he indicated that senior 190-poundet Tim Bane
has given great leadership and maturity to this squad.
"Bane has been the glue for the whole puzzle, and be
wrestles beyond his athletic ability," said Vollanann.
The Streaks' next matcb is against Ashland and Findlay
in Carroll Gym Feb. 14. They will then have two weeks to
prepare for the OAC Championships on Feb. 29, where
Volkmann is ccnfident his wrestlers will do extremely
well.
"It is not unconceivable that we could qualify 10
wrestlers for the NCAA Championships," said Volkmann.

JCU basketball team
plummets to 8-11
Brennan Lafferty
Asst. Sports Editor

With the Ob»-ArtiteifCC"onference playoffs only three weeks
away, the Blue Streaks' men's
basketball team is in need of a
regular seasoqJja,ish after
•

hind Nick G~in
~
Andy Moore of

ana

sports
qUIZ

Muskingum (20.3).
Freshmen Levell Hall and
ShannonVickers,alongwithToth,
each grabbed five rebounds against
the Yellow Jackets.
Vickers ccntinues to lead the

1. Who was the Streaks'
football MVP?
2.Did the men 'ssoccerteam
win the OAC Championship?
3.Name three JCU athletes

twogtm'les~~

OACinfleld~~

while Toth ranks third with .598.
Toth currently ranks fifth in
the OAC with 7.8 rebounds pel'
game.
After playing the Capital Crusaders (12-7,9-3 in the OAC) on
Wednesday, the Streaks will &ravel
to Ohio Northern Univusity {118, 6-6 in the OAC) Saturday af-

It was Bufford again leading
the Streaks in the scoring colwnn
with 23 points. His 20.1 points
per game average ranks him be--

JCU

Answers to appear nt!XI wee/c.

In fact. the Streaks, (8-11, 2-10 in
the OAC) are winless since a
victory..over Mount Union on
January IS.
The lateSt Carroll defeat was
delivered by the Otterbein Cardinals, 84-72, on Saturday night in
Westerville, OH.
Sophomore point guard Jobn
Bufford continued his season long
consistant performance by leading
theStreaks with 27 points. Bufford
has moved up to third in the SCO'ing race in the OAC and places
ninth in assists with a 3.5 average.
He is one rung ahead of teammate
Levell Hall, who is tenth with a
3.4 average.
Bufford shot 11-14 from the
fteld, while senior forward Mike
Toth tallied 17, but it was not
enough for the Streaks to overcome
the high-powered Cardinalauack.
On Wednesday, the Yellow
Jackets of Baldwin-Wallace
evened the season series with the
Streaks by outshooting them by a
score of 83-68. Carroll had previously defeated the Yellow
Jackets 64-55 at Carroll Gym.
For the night, Baldwin-Wal1ace
made an amazing 60.9% of their
f.eld goals compared to Carroll's

45.5%.

~ ~-

ternoon.

The Polar Bears are a team on
the rise, winning five of their past
six games. They rely heavily
upon their outstanding scoring
defense (56.4 ppg) and the inside
play of 6' 7"' senior center Man
Hargett. Hargett ranks tenth in
the conference with 5.9 rebounds

per game.

4.What Streak wan OAC
Player of the Yeat!
5.Wbo did the volleyball
team beat to surpass their 1990
victory total?
6.What JCU coach was
OAC Coach of the Year'?
7.How many yards rushing
did Willie Beers have this season?
8.Name three of the six
former JCU alhletes elected to
the Hall of Fame.
9.What award did runner
Healher Peltier win this season?
10.Who was hired as assistant wrestling coach this year'?
ll.Name the first two
women soccers players who
were selected to the All-OAC
women's soccer team.

ISporu Writer

Between the outstanding 13-2 n:cad of the wrestling
team and the controversy swrounding the men's basket·
ball team, it would be easy 10 not recognize that the
women •s basketball team is having their best season in
the team•s 12 year history.
With their 88-78 victory overOtterbein Saturday, the
Lady Streaks improved their record to 14-5, 8-4 in the
OAC, and attained a oational rank of 18th.
Sophomore Cindy Shumaker Jed JCU with 18 points
and tO rebounds. Junior Sheri Skedel added a game high
12 rebounds, and freshman Darlene Sheehan had 13
points. Sheehan leads the OAC in three-point fteld goal
percentage (.439).
This past week also saw sophomore Michelle Bi.elozer
brealc: two school records. Breaking the single season
assist record Tuesday night against Baldwin-Wallace,
Bi.elozer then made her third three-pointer of the game
late in the second balf, giving her 61 three-point fteld
goals in her career. That total passes Michelle Bozza's
career mark of60, making BielozerJcu•s all-time leader
in three-point fteld goals.
However Tuesday night saw the Lady Streaks defeated by the confermce leading Capilal Ousadets 8249.
JCU coach Roxanne ADen was worried that Capital's
88-711oss to Must:ingwn Sarurday would leave them
looking to rake thcir frus&ratioo ~on somebody, and
unfortunately the Blue Streaks became the victim of the
explosive Capital offense, which leads the OAC in scoring offense with 78.1 points pel' game.
JCU must now come backand face an imp-oving Ohio
Northern team that has won three of their last five games.

-
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Rent a Full-Featured
Cellular Phone
for only
$4.95 per tnonth
details call
Peter at 371-8631
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30 munutes or $3.00 off Guaranter. We promise your pizza
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Walker Will Give U.S. Running Start in Bobsled
Thomas Bank

e 1992.los Angeles Times
For the fli'St time a1 the Winter Olympics, there might
actually be a link between the boblsed and luge, and it
isn't the fact that in both sports you happen to slide down
an icy track in a sawed~ff bathtub wearing a rubber suit,
helmet and funny boots.
No, it's something completely different The United
States has a shot at winning a medal in both events, which
hasn't happened since 1956 in the boblsed and hasn't
happened at all in luge. Part of the reason for such
optimism is the
presence of Minnesota Viking running back Herschel
Wallc:er, who is the posher for the top two-mao and fourmao U.S. bobsleds.
BOBSLED
Why would a football star tackle a sport such as bobsledding? Maybe this is what we should expect from a player
who has already tried ballet, taekwondo, written poetry
and trained with the FBI. If this sounds lilc:e a bizarre
reswne,
itought to prepare Wallcer for the intrigue that goes handin-glove with the U.S. bobsled federation.
The U.S. bobsled federation hopes Wallc:er's exploits can
mase theembarrassing side of its image, created when the
governing board resigned amid allegations of fiscal improprieties. The embarrassment continued with the
suspensm of its replacement president and a blizzard of
lawsuits, restraining orders and hearings.
Walker should malc:e an immediate impact, said Liston
Bocheue, a driver onPuerto Rico's bobsled team.

STREAKS

"It's a spotlight event now," Bochette said. "The U.S. has
the best'motor' in the business, no doubt I'm sure Germany. Switzerland or Austria would love to have a motor
lilc:e Herschel Walker."
BecauseofWallcer, the U.S. emphasis is on power,and that
may prove to be a disadvantage. The Olympic bobsled course
at La Plagne is not a traditional track and is generally regarded as difficult Unlilc:e the 14-tum track at
Calgary, Alberta, during the 1988 Winter Games, the La
Plagne track has 19 turns, which places a premiwn on
driver skill instead of power. Randy Will andBrian Shimer
are expected to drive the top two-man and four-man U.S.
sleds.
The team with the lowest aggregate time after four runs
wins.
Wolfgang Hoppe of Germany is regarded as the top driver
in the world andwill probably contend with Swiss driver
Gustav Weder for the gold medals in thetwo-man and fourmao bobsleds.
Russia, which won the gold in the four-man at Calgary,
might not be a factorthis time because of the breakup of the
SovietUnion. Latvia, which will field its own team, is where
most of the top Russian drivers have come from,
including 1988 two-man gold-medal driver Janis Kipours.
The United States, which finished fourth in the four-man
bobsled in Calgary,must hope the German, Swiss and
Austrians have an off day.
LUGE

who took the 1989-90 luge season off, returned in 1991 and
got back on the right track. He finished seventh in the
World Championships- the best finish by a U.S. man.
Kennedy celebrated by attending a Dread Zeppelin concert, where he passedout luge literature to the band.
"They were really psyched," Kennedy told Outside magazine, a publicationfor outdoor enthusiasts.
And now the United States is similarly psyched. Joining
Kennedy as a potential medal-winner is 23- year-old Cammy
Myler, who was ninth at Calgary and ninth in the World
Championships at Winterburgen, Germany. Bonny Warner,
29, sixth at Calgary, is probably a longshot.
The luge sleds often reach top speeds of 80 mph and are
guided by foot movements of the competitor, who lies atop
the sled as it hurtles down the icy, 1,200-meter long track
on sharp, thin blades. It is the only Olympic sporttimed to
one-thousandth of a second.
There is one rule change this year: the toe-pointer that
bound the sledders'feet inward has been outlawed, which
means that competitors must be able towallc: from the track
under their own power or be disqualified.
In singles, the team with the lowest aggregate time after
four runs wins. Ifa luger crashes and is unable to complete
the run, the sleddu is disqualifiedfrom all future runs. In
men 'sdoubles, the sled with the lowestaggregatetimeisthe
winner.
Kennedy, a gold-medal contender in men's singles, has two
golds, two silversand a bronze medal in five starts on the
World Cup luge circuit

of the week
Imagine what it was like for
the Mohican, Delaware and the

Cindy Shumakn
Schumaker had an
18-point. 10 rebound
performance against
Otterbein and cfipped
the Cardinals with a
7- 11 shooting spree
from the field.

John Buffo rd
Bufford is now third
the OAC in scoring
with 20.1 points per
game. He also places
ninth in assists with a
3.5 average.

Mingo Indians that once occupied the mid-lands of Ohio as
they hunted, fished and canoed
down the great Mohican River.
The sights of majestic oak
trees over looking the banks of
the river and the virrually unexplored forests gave these Indians
new thrills and adventures each
day of their lives.
Today, the Mohican Country
that was once loved and enjoyed
by the Indians can be enjoyed by
all outdoor enthusiasts. Seekers
of excitement can enjoy an
action-packed thrill as they too,
canoe, raft or kayak down the
mighty Mohican River.
..___Th
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Canoer takes advantage of the Mohican river.
best known to campers for its canoeing on the river. Here, adventure can be experienced at three
different levels; beginner, novice

the many scenic overlooks, rest
stops, restaurants, picnic areas,
bicycling, horseback riding and
hi.iring trails all along the river.
Canoes, kayaks and rafts,
and advanced.
The beginning enthusiast can co:npletely geared with safety
get to know the challenges of the equipment, can be rented at any
river by relaxing on a smooth glide Mohican canoe livery located in
through the Mohican country side the central hub in Loudonville,
Ohio.
on a two hour trip.
The Mohican River must be
For the advancing novice and
the advanced canoer and kayaker experienced to be appreciated.
there are demanding courses full There are many local campsites,
of rapids that only an expert is motels and lodges in the
expected to handle. For the ex- Mohican area that can accomtremely radical outdoorsman, there modate large camping groups as
is a 3 month trip to New Orleans, well as small family groups. The
Louisiana, by way of the Ohio Mohican State Parle is the ideal
adventure for a fatigued college
River.
The thirty mile long Mohican student or faculty member durRiver and the entire Mohican area ing a warm spring day or a late
is
because of
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D

king furnished apartments for summer
BUSINESS
assocta
Openings available
bleL Please contact
or individuals or student organizations
Debbie Tomedolske {586-7306) or
Lorie Hart (586-1351).
promot.e the eowttry's most successful
PRING BREAK toun. Call Inter· 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Rent a full-featured cellular phone for
pus Programs atl-800-327-6013
only $4.95 per month. For more
information call Peter at 371·863 I
REE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to
tudents or student organizations 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
ATTN: STUDENTS &. NEW
rcmoting our Spring Break packages.
FACULTY Short-term major medical
ood pay&. ftm. Call CMI 1·800-423insurance for students that are no longer
264
covered under their parent's plans and
new faculty not yet eligible for group
plan. Affordable. Call Joe 69 I -9900
eeldy mailing 1992 travel brochures.
or more information send a sclfFAST FUNDRAlSING PROGRAM
ddressed stamped envelope to: ATW
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs.
ravel, P.O. Box 430780, Miami, FL
Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus
3143
receive a SI 000 bonus younelf. And a
FREE WATCH just for calling I -8QO..
DRAISER: We're looking for a
932-0528 exL 65.
ratemity, sorority or student organization
at would l.ilce to rnalce $500 • SI 500 for
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA
week marketing project on campus.
BEACHES FUN IN THE SUN, 4/Rm.
ust be organized and hard worlring.
prices. Dayt.ona$139, PanamaCity$129
Betsy or Mary Beth a1 1-800-592Kitch, Wtrfrt &. Trans Availalbe. Call
121.
Michelle at 371-9155. CMI a1 18()()..
EASY MONEY!!! I will pay $25 for 1---'4.::;23:....·.::;
526:..:..:..3._ _ _ __ _ _ _-1
our phone book. Call Lee Ramsey
Room &. Board in exchange for
llect at 615-577-7237
1-- - - - - - - - - - --f Babysitting starting FaD 1992, close lO
campus, 3 boys: 9, I 1 &. 13. Call 360ELP WANTED: editorial assistant
0850 between 4-8 p.m.
ceded, PageMaker, flel!ib1e hours,
tact Christy 459·1818.
1---'---- - - - - - - --1
FOR SALE: '83 Audi5000Turoo,grey
w/new transmission,turoo, and radiator,
PANAMA CITY Spring Break $216
high mileage, southern car, full power
ith transportation, $129 without
and phone. Must sell $3500. Call 397nspe>rtation. Call Michelle at 3 7 I 155 or Matt at 397-5248.
5281.

1-------------1

1-------------1

t-- - - - - - - - - - - - f

FEEBLE MIND MARKRAKOCY

have you heard this one?
Ten Deep Theological
Answers
1. He was cheaper then Cindy
Crawford.
2. 1963 Black Ford LID (With fins).
3. Satan. This would be the
apocolypUc "skins game" for all our
souls.

4. Sausage and rhurbarb.
5. Why yes. they are Bugle Boy jeans.
6. Anywhere "he" wants. Boxers
because "he" Ukes the breathing room.
7. Yes. and his name was Herb.
8. At the North Pole. just like Santa.
9. Gallons for gas and 11tres for mJlk.
10. He heard it, and said it was good.
The next day he rested.
See lasl week's issue for quttstions. CN Graphics

-
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Carroll swimmers streak past B-W
Jim Cohill
Sports Writer

Records were broken this past
weekendbytheJohnCarroUmen's
and women's swim teams. Two
of the swim records were set on
Friday night during the teams'
second place finish at Bowling

petition on Friday," said
McAllister. "SwimmingatBG for
me is like going from playing
football on the quad to playing at
Cleveland Stadium. It was just a
really nice facility."
Producing well for the women

Lynch (3rd, 200 breast) ,
MacDougall (3rd, 100 fly), and
freshmen Sara Mitchell and
Maurer, and juniors Jenn Pettit
and Audry Citriglia (3rd, 200 free
relay).
"I think. we did exceptionally

Additional swimming results

-

Women's 200 free:

Women's 500 free:

Jenn Pettit finished 5th
Audrey Citriglia fmished 7th

Green.
Freshman Ashley Maurer set
her record in the 1000 free with a
time of 11:24.60 shaving 20 seconds off of her best time of the
year.
The men's 200 medley relay
team, made up of sophomores Joe
Turi and Dave O'Dell, and freshmen Eric Rapp and Jim Petkunas,
swam a record time of 1:41. Turi
also set a Carroll record in the 200
breast with a time of2:15.89.
"Across the board we swam
really well," said coach Matt
Lenhart. "Friday was probably our
best meet this year."
Swimmers taking flrst for the
men on Friday were junior captain
Ross McAllister (1000 free) and
freshman Jim Petkunas (100 fly).
Others that swam well for the
men were Turi (3rd, 200 IM),
O'Dell (3rd, 100 fly) and O'Dell,
junior John Callahan, McAllister,
and Rapp (3rd, 200 free relay).
"This was a very tiring weekend with some really tough com-

Men's 200 free:

Ashley Mauer placed 2nd
Jenn Pettit placed 5th
Men's 500 free:

Ross McAllister placed 3rd
Thomas Piede placed 6th

James Petkunas fmished 5th
Thomas Piede finished 8th
Women's 200 Individual medley

Women's One-Meter Diving:

Marcy Mulbarger placed 4th
Julie Boric. placed 6th

Lisa Lombardi finished 4th
Men's One-Meter Diving:

Men's 200 individual medley

Daniel Galetti fmsihed 4th
Brian O'Maille finished 5th
Sean Flaherty fmished 6th

Joseph Turi placed 3rd
Jeff Glaser placed 5th
Women's 100 backstroke:

Julie Bork finished 5th
Marlo Kloba fmished 6th

Women's 100 butterfly:

Bonnie MacDougal plac
3rd
Catherine Glaser placed 4

Men's 100 back.'ltroke:

Eric Rapp finished 4th
Jason Kuzinar fmished 8th

on Friday were Maurer (2nd, 500
free),junior Julie Bork, sophmore
Marcy Mulbarger, junior Bonnie
MacDougall, and freshman Maria
Montalbano (2nd, 200 medley relay), senior captain Kathleen

SPRING BREAK '92
Dayton is History!
South Padre, Texas, Tried & Died!
Panama City Beach
The Hottest, Newest #1 Spring Break
Destination
Over 400,000 students will spend spring
break 1992 in Panama City Beach, Florida.
Why?
For the Ultimate Spring Break Party! There is
no other option-- this spring break stay at the
Miracle Mile Resort located next door to the
two largest super clubs in the world Spinnaker's and Club LaVela

8 daysn nights including discounts and more!

Package price from $115
Call Kim at 1-800-558-3002

Men's 100 butterny:

James Petkunas placed 1st
David O'Dell placed 3rd

well against BG, Xavier. and
Findlay, who are division one and
division two sc hools," said
MacDougall.
The men had a relatively easy
time SaiUrday by beating BaldwinWallace 138-99. Turi came close
to qualifying for nationals in the
200breastbyswimminga 1:00.07
which gave him a fJtSt and a pool
record.
In other races Petkunas took
the honors in the 100 free with a
50.50 and in the 200 IM with a
2:04.80.
"I feel that I swam really well
this weekend along with the whole
team,"saidPetkunas. "My 100fly
atBG and my200IM at B-W were
my best so far this season. The 200
medley relay has a good chance to
go to nationals, and our bestchance
to qualify will be at the OAC
championships after we taper."
The other fJtSt place performances were turned in by
McAllister (200 free), O'Dell (1 00
fly) , Rapp (100 back), freshman
diver Dan Galetti ( l- meter), and
Rapp, Turi, O'Dell, and Petkunas

who set a pool record of 1:42.10
in the 200 medley relay.
One of the hardest working
members of the team for the past
three years according to his teammates has been junior John
Callahan.
Petkunas has described
Callahan as the guy who keeps
everyone loose and relaxed .
Callahan can also swim as evidenced by his second place finish
in the 50 free.
"I would describe my swimming as being consistently mediocre this season," said Callahan.
"I like to use humor to lighten up
the situation and keep the team
loose. I enjoy being on the team
and really like swimming, which
is why I've been swimming for
the past three years."
Whereas the men won handily.
the women suffered some misfortune early in the meet but were
able to pull out a 123-118 victory.
"Our first relay was disqualified, and we had a mix up and lost
a swimmer for the meet," said
coach Lenhart. "But we were able
to perform at crunch time and get
it done when it counted the mosL"
The women found themselves
tied at 84 after eight events and
their undefeated conference record
was in doubt.
"The B-W meet was really
tough especially since we did not
get back from BG until3:00 in the
morning Saturday," said senior
captain Susie Bresnahan. "Lisa
(Lombardi) gave the team a big
boost and Kathleen (Lynch) had a
meet saving swim in the 100 fly."
Lombardi, a sophomore, won
the 1- meter diving competition
by getting her highest scores of
the season. Her performance was
made even more significant by
the fact that senior Christie
Palumbo is out with an injury.
Lynch, a senior captain, turned in
her "meet saving swim" in an
event that she does not regularly
swim.
"I just tried to pick my performance up a notch,andl was really
helped by the way the team backed
me," said Lombardi.
The swim teams will be
swimming their last meets before
the OAC championships this
weekend starting with Buffalo
State on Thursday.
The teams return home for their
last two meets of the year against
Ohio Northern on Friday at
6:00pm and against Bethany on
Saturday at 1:OOpm.
"Come on out and see us this
weekend, we really like the support of our fellow students," said
McAllister.

Track
teams
qualify for
OAC's
Dan Stecz
Sports Wrrter

The men 's and women's indoor~kteamscontinuedtoim

prove this past weekend in Fcrdonia, New York, qualifying
several team members for theOAC
fmals.
Besides Ferdonia State, the
Blue Streaks faced Ene Community College, Buffalo State,
Mansfield University, and Edinboro State.
Although there were no team
points kept, the Streaks performed
well against the competition.
"We like to enter these meets
to get our people qualified for the
OAC tournament," said men's
coach Don Stupica.
Junior Ed Koontz qualilled for
the OAC meet in the 3,200 m. race
with a time of9.19.3.
Excellent performances were
turned in by senior Tim Jeweu.
who threw the shot put45' 1 3/4".
improving on his last throw of 43'
11".

--

Freshman Rich A6C~ted
for the fust time in the 1,000 m )
race and fmished with a time of
2.54.9, just 10 seconds off the
OAC qualifying time.
"When the wether gets beUer - and we can get. outsiae~ team
will improve even more," said
Stupica.
Women's coach Grove Jeweu
agrees.
"We went to Ferdonia to improve times and get on a track,
something we have been unable to
do here," said JeweLL
The women's team has been
cross training, using the cardiovascular room, pool, and running
outside (weather permitting), to
improve themselves.
The only winner for the Blue
Streaks this past weekend was
sophomore Susan Stukus who
finished with a time of 1124.6 in
the 3,000 m race.
Qualifiers for the OAC meet
for the women's team were Tish
Rozewski (1,000 m), Joanna
Tomazic (800 m), Lauri
Kranstcuber (400 m), Amy Reed
(55 m), and Debbie McCaller
(triple jump).
Running in her ftrst collegiate
meet was freshman Anne Marie
Pascale, who fmished 4th in the
800m race.
Slowly returning after an injury is Beth Kramer, who placed
4th in the 3,000 m race.
"Overall we did equal or beuer
in most spots," said Jewett.

